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annum Security Protects Ray.
MEMPHIS — An isolated cell
In the maximum security section of the Tennessee State
Prison will be James Earl
Ray's home until prison officials determine it is "safe"
to move him elsewhere.
State Corrections Commissioner Harry Avery said this
week he believes it is safer to
keep Ray where he is —at
least for the present.
Ray has been in the maximum security building since
March 11, one day after he
pleaded guilty to the slaying
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
He received a 99-year sentence
which he is now trying to over-

DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING

I

MLK Slayer Would Die In 2. Yeats
turn.
"1 don't know any place we
plan to move him," said Avery,
\Olen asked if officials plan to
keep Ray in maximum secur,ty • '
Ray has been undergoing a
which
process
classification
normally takes four to six
weeks. Officials said earlier a
decision would be made when
the process is finished whether
Ray would be allowed to mingle
with the rest of the prison

population which includes 824
Negroes — nearly one half of
the inmates.
Avery, asked whether he
thought Ray would be in
danger if he were allowed to
mix with the other prisoners,
replied:
"Nothing more than I read in
the paper about some guard out
it is a great
there as
hazard. As long as somebody
is stiring it up, I think it
would be a hazard to anybody.

"I personally don't know, but
as a matter of caution I think
it is better now to keep him
where he is. I don't know
what the future will bring.
He will be kept there until
such time as we think it will be
safe for him to take some other
assignment."
An unidentified prison guard
was quoted earlier this month
by the Nashville Tennessean
as saying Ray would be dead
within two years if he were to
-

be released from the maximum
security unit.
"The temptation to kill the
man who killed Martin Luther
King will be too great for some
of our prisoners out here," the
guard was quoted as saying.
"They'll get him and there's
nothing we can do about it"
The guard said racial hatred
might not be the only factor
endangering Ray.
"Some people are saying Ray
just killed King so he could
gain stature among the prisoners," the guard said."I think
there are some people out there
who would try to kill Ray for
the same reason."

JAMES EARL RAY
s.
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Grape Boycott Leader
Harassed And Jailed

CLC Announces Plans For
Day Demonstrations

During the early part of On leaving Judge Weinman's
March, Dary Olsen came to court he was arrested again on
Memphis to ask the Memphis charges of boisterous conduct
population to help California and blocking an entrance to
grape pickers with their plight. Katz Drug Store in the SouthSince that time be and his fol- gate Shopping Center. The
lowers have been harassed and second hearing was heard by M
Judge Churchill.
jailed.
Judge. Churchill agreed the
He was unable to post a
city failed to prove its case
$1,000 cash peace bond ordered and dismissed the charges
by City Judge Ray Churchill. against
Olsen. Churchill placed
This resulted in his spending
a $1,000 peace bond on Olsen.
two days in Memphis City
place on Monday
Judge This took
though
even
Jail,
31, Olsen was jailed unMarch
Churchill dismissed charges
til Wednesday, April 2, when
against the United Farm Worka writ of habeas corpus was
ers Organizing Committee •nutb. filed and Judge Vorder Brueglicist.
go released him.
Mr. Olsen with some 25 to The effort to keep all Cali30 supporters, visited the park- fornia Grapes out of grocery
ing lots of several shopping stores is being conducted by
Centers; he distributed leaflets the UFWOC (United Farm
and spoke to customers who, Workers Organizing Commitif uninformed, might buy Calif- tee), with Dary Olsen as its
ornia table grapes and in so Memphis co-ordinator,
doing help perpetuate the de- There is a national effort in
plorable conditions of the farm behalf of the grape pickers
workers whose present lot is which is under the leadership
little better than slavery.
of Cesar Chavez, who is deHe was arrested on a charge scribed in Look magazine's
of disorderly conduct and taken April edition as -soft spoken
tinto Judge Bernie Vi'einmart's but tough." His struggle 'het
court, where he paid a fine of been going on for some four
years.
$50.
WINNING ORATOR — Miss Darlene Robinson, a Lester High School student, capc
ured first prize in the local Elks Oratorical Contest last Sunday at the Pentecostal Temple Church of God in Christ,. and
she is beIng congratulated here by Col.
George Lee, Grand Commissioner of Edu-

Mrs. Crossley
Will Give Talk
At Cummings

Cutback In Job Corps Halts 16 Assignments

6

Two Memphians
Named To Posts
At PR Confab

Mitchell High Student
Is Stabbed Six Times

TSD Newsboys' Contest
Will End This Saturday

Cafe Patron Is Shot
By Excited Waitress

CME Laymen
Plan For Tea

R

Abernathy Calls For
Non-Violent Protests

jobs
productive
April 17, —Provide
On Wednesday
SCLC revealed plans for the and training for all people in
second phase of the "Poor Peo- need of work;
ple's Campaign." The president —Repeal the welfare freeze
of SCLC, the Rev. Ralph David which will go into effect July
Woman 's Month will be Abernathy. unveiled the plans 1, 1969;
climaxed at the Cummings at the close of the semi-annual — Make
governmental
all
Street Baptist Church next Sun- meeting of the Southern Chris- payments to the poor increase
day. April 27, and the guestl tian Leadership Conference's in proportion to rises in the
speaker during the special pro- board of directors.
cost of living:
gram at 3 p. m. will be Mrs. Mother's Day, May 11, will —Enforce the federal Equal
Mattie Crossley, a supervisor mark the first major event of Employment Opportunity Act
in the Memphis City Schools. the second chapter of the by withdrawing funds from
"Poor People's Campaign."
Well-known in Memphis, Mrs. Rev. Abernathy will address companies which practice raCrossley is active in religious, the nation from Washington, cial discrimination;
and
social and service organiza- D. C., while massive non-vio- —Enforce, in North
tions.
lent demonstrations are taking South, the federal school deacross the segregation laws; and,
The message at 11 a. m. will place in key cities
nation.
End the war in Vietnam.
be delivered by the pastor, the
cation for the Elks. Standing behind Miss
the weeks following Dr. Abernathy also announcDuring
Rev. Eugene Waller.
Robinson is Jemuel Johnson of Geeter High
the Mother's Day demonstra- ed that SCLC will dramatize
School, who placed second, and on the left
Mrs. Mable Gilmore is chair- tion, Rev. Abernathy and mem- the issues of poverty through
Miss Cora MeGlown of Melrose High School
deman ds of
man of Woman's Month, and bers of the SCLC staff and co-ordinated
and Glenn Banco: of Messick High School, Mrs. Mauddean Seward is pro- delegates representing the na- American Indians," Rev. Abertion's poor will meet with nathy said, "It may be Chicago
gram chairman,
tied for third place. Twelve students partiU. S. officials at the Cabinet where Rev. Jesse L. Jackson
cipated in the contest. (Withers Photo)
level and with President Rich- is leading our Operation Breadard M. Nixon to discuss eight basket battle for economic
The Red Balloon Players will tors chosen for the company
demands which were outlined rights in the private and pubby the civil rights chief Wednes- lic sectors of the economy."
hold try-outs for actors wishing will be paid for their services.
The Red Balloon Players are
day. They are:
He also said that when isgrooming dale said, and young people are city in recruiting for the counto join the summer children's
taught
are
"They
organizing to present a reper—Feed the hungry by pro- sues vital to the poor are dissomel
year.
this
Already
skills
try.
about
enthusiastic
said,
not too
theater company of Friday, tory of three children's plays L and good manners," she
viding free food stamps to all cussed in Washington the poor
areas. 73 young people have gone to
April 25, at Hanson Center, in July and August on tour toi and when they come back which are used in rural
earning less than of the nation will come to the
families
for vacations after six But the closing of the Urban Centers from here.
capital to wage massive demRobert M. Ratcliffe, director $3,000 a year;
LeMoyne-Owen College from 2 the city's parks and recrea- home
dropout
low
months they have changed so
she "And we have a
—Enact uniform national wel- onstration for their rights.
public relations and alumni
of
to 5 p.m., and on Saturday tion areas, and also in resi- much that they have to re- Job Corps will be tragic,
rate," she stated. "About 84 affairs at LeMoyne-Owen Col- fare standards so that wel- Memphis leaders had no
dence at the Jewish Communi
said.
morning, April 26, in Room 113,
themselves."
per cent of those we have sent lege, was elected an 'at large' fare rights will be nationwide comment on May 11 activities
introduce
Speech and Drama Building, ty Center.
Commenting on the Nixon to Centers have stayed on to
member of the executive com- and all people receiving wel- for the Poor People's C a mMany of the recruits from Administration's
decision to finish their training. They also
University The aim of the Players is to
Memphis S t a to
mittee of the Southeast Dis- fare will have a decent income; paign.
then
and
courses
from 10 a.m., to 1 p.m.
bring live theatre to as many here complete
shut down 59 Job Corps Centers complete
requirements f o r trict of the American College
sections
other
in
jobs
accept
for
looking
Ragsdale
are
Players
The
in July, Mrs. Opal
of the community's children as
their high school diplomas too." Public Relations Association
of the country where pay is the nation's leading recruiter,
actors and actresses, ages 17
is during the district annual conpossible.
higher, but some come back said, "The Job Corps is Mrs. Ragsdale says she
through 22, and are particulpleased about the results ference April 14-16 at Port-0arly interested in locating some Admission to the park perfor- and take jobs they would never wonderful, and I hate to see very
the Job Corps has had on the Call, Tierra Verde, Fla.
have qualified for had they re- this cutback."
who can sing and dance. Ac- mances will be free.
young men and women she has Charles F. Holmes, publicI
mained at home.
The announcement put the recruited.
information officer at M e mSome of the young women freeze on 16 young people who
hearing on the proposed phis State University, was reA
who were trained in electronics had their plane tickets and
High Palton then pulled a knife
cutback at the cost of $100 mil- elected treasurer of the dis- A 17-year-old Mitchell
have returned home and have were all set to go to centers at
School student is in John Gas- from his pocket and stabbed
lion is to be held in Washingtot trict.
found jobs at a local television several points throughout the
condi- Gates six times, four times in
soon• It is opposed by a num- Mr. Ratcliffe is also third ton Hospital in serious
manufacturer.
tion following a stabbing at the the chest, once in the lower
, nation.
er of Congressmen.
vice president of the National
geniMost of the Job Corps Cen-i Mrs. Ragsdale is Job Corps, Nationwide, the announce- Alumni Council of the United school last Friday about noon. abdomen, and once in the
tals.
West
Charles
that
said
i
Police
ters to be closed are at con- recruiterfor MAP- South, and ment halted the assignment of Negro College Fund which con3212 Ford rd. went to The Gates youth was carThe Tri-State Defender News- servation camps, Mrs. Rags- she says Memphis is the top 3,000.
venes in Detroit next January. Gates of
where Oscar Pal- ried to John Gaston Hospital
classroom
a
boys Contest will end this
ton, 16, of 4554 Mary Angela where
reh i s c o ndition
coming Saturday, and winners
drive was seated and called the mained serious on Monday.
will be pictured in the follow
younger boy into the hall.
tog edition, reports Ray Wicks,
Young Patton was arrested
The Palton boy went out incirculation manager and direca charge of assult to murder
on
the hall to s e e what young
tor of the contest.
Gates wanted, and the boy re- and is confined to Juvenile
He reported on Monday that
portedly took a swing at him. Court.
two boys competing for the top
prize are Affie Ervin of 390-B
Jerry
and
Lauderdale
S.
Hicks of 1012 Palerma.
Since the contest started,
Affie increased his sales from
25 a week and has sold 1,195
papers, which puts him 895
allove what he would ordinarily have sold in that length
of time.
A 46-year-old patron in ani At that point, Mrs. Minnie
Orange Mound cafe was shot in Bingham, 29, of 2349 Park. a
Jerry had sold 1,055 copies
the stomach last Saturday night waitress in the cafe, ran and got
of the Defender during the
AFFIE ERVIN
when a waitress attempted to a pistol and began firing. Only
contest, which raised him to
restore order in the establish- Tuggle was hit by the bullets,
635 over his regular amount
ment by firing a few shots.
and he refused to have the
for that period.
L. Q. Tuggle, who lives at woman prosecuted, stating that
3638 Holman, was struck by a it was accidental.
;bullet, which entered and left But police arrested the
his stomach without hitting any waitress and charged her with
of his vital organs.
shooting inside the city and
Police said Tuggle was in carrying a pistol.
the Sam Shaw Cafe at the
The incident occurred only a
The Memphis Lay Departcorner of Park and Airways
short distance from the spot
ment of the Christian Methocustowhen two unidentified
where Tuggle shot and killed
will
dist Episcopal Church
mers asked Sam Shaw, the owna man a few years ago.
hold its annual Benjamin F.
er, for two drinking glasses.
The man, Joe Harvey, who
Jones Memorial Scholarship
When Mr. Shaw handed them
next door to the Handy
lived
Tea on next Sunday, April 27
them
told
he
glasses,
two
the
shootat the Trinity CME Church at
that he wanted five cents each Theatre, had heard some
ing and was looking out of his
4 p.m.
for the use of them
The men objected strongly screen door when a bullet fired
The Rev. D. S. Cunningham
ma Davidson. Mrs. Roland Powers, Mrs. Lunar Johann,
CONCERT SPONSORS — The Alpha Beta Chapter of Alhaving to pay for the glas- by Tuggle !struck and killed
The
for
F•ster
sermon.
Mrs.
will deliver the
Mrs. Susie Hightower Mrs. Seale Currie
pha Pi Chi Sorority, Inc.. will present the Morehouse(DI
ses, and the argument ended him
public is !nvited.
Johnson, Mrs. Maggie Newsom, Mrs. Minnie Lee Allen,
lege Glee Club of Atlanta in concert this Sunday, April
with Mr. Shaw fighting with Tuggle served time in prison
Standing
MeQuiller.
Daisy
Mrs.
Mrs. Selma Smith, and
27, at 4 p.m. in !truce Hall of leMo.ne College. Seen
The Rev. Williams Smith is
! for the slaying.
the pair
chairmen.
publicity
Toler,
Margaret
Thel
at
Mrs
left
Mrs.
is
are
plans,
making
final
left,
clockwise, from
minister.
JERRY HICKS

Red Balloon Players
Hold Try-Outs Friday
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Alphas Welcome Nine Man Challenges Three
New Men into Ranks Policemen To A Fight

John Randolph, 26, of 566Iout why he wanted to attack
Officers and members of tively.
Boston st., was charged with! them, the officers said RanBeta Xi and Alpha Delta Lamb- Undergraduate brothers are
three counts of assault and bat- dolph struck Patrolman Frank
da chapters of Alpha Phi Al- Ben Peete, Rudolph Christian,
last Saturday afternoon Bra wner in the nose and
tery
pita Fraternity, Inc., welcom- Robert Woodard, Lynn E.
he told officers they Patrolman J. C. Pearl in the
after
ed into the binds of Alpha Phi Harain, Lee D. Miller, Sidney
Alpha Fraternity, the first and Body, Hasting Stewart, James had been "messing with me too mouth.
Another squad car arrived on
oldest Negro Greek Lettered Russell and Melvin Williams. long," and then struck them.
28 received a fight call the scene, and Patrolman B.
Organization, nine newly
Graduate brothers are Har- Car
initiated brothers of Beta Xi per Brewer, Harold Winfrey, to Boston and Southern last C. Howe suffered bruises when
Chapter on Saturday, April 12, Willie E. Lindsey, Major Saturday afternoon about 3:15 he attempted to assist Officers
after they crossed the "Brun- George Robinson, Wallace Wil- and when the officer arrived on Brawner and Peal.
ing Sands", followed by a ban- brun, Jr., Harold Whalum, the scene, no one was at The officers said they tried
quet held at the "Flame Din- Thomas W. Doggett, Walter that location.
to subdue Randolph with Mace,
ing Room", on Outer Parkway 'vans, Dr. T. W. Northcross,
As they were checking the but he continued the attack and
West and Riverside.
Edison Morrison, James .1011- scene, they reported, they saw was finally brought under conNew members of the under- es, Johnny Johnson, Roderick Randolph standing a short dis- trol with clubs. He was later
James
Swearengen, tance away, beckoning for treated for lacerations of the
graduate chapter are, Win- Diggs,
ston K. Carhee, Earl H. Harris Kenneth Cole Charles Patter- them to come over to where he head and booked at the city
jail.
and Clinton Anderson of Mem- son and many more who join- was.
phis State University; William ed the crowd at the banquet. The officers said that Ran- The three policemen were
R. Jackson and Freeman Gat- Wallace Wilburn, Jr., and dolph told them that he was also treated at the hospital and
es of Christian Brothers Col- Willie' E. Lindsey, Jr. are the going to beat them up, and to dismissed.
lege and Donald Sherman, advisors to the undergraduate get set.
Randolph was not intoxicated
Charles Diggs, Johnny Wil- chapter in Memphis.
As they were trying to find at the time of the incident.
liams and Marrio Givens of
LeMoyne-Owen College.
NEW ALPHA MEN — Newly initiated members of the
Beta Xi chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., are
shows here after being welcomed into the organization.
From left are Earl H. Harris, Jr., Christian Brothers College; Winston K. Calmer, Memphis State University; Johnny Williams, LeMoyne-Owen College; Clinton Anderson,

Memphis State; Donald Sherman. and Charles Diggs, LeMoyne-Owen College; Freeman Gates, Christian Brothers
College; Marrio Givens, LeMoyne-Owen College; and William R. Jackson, Jr., Christian Brothers College. (Withers
Photo)

On hand to greet the new
brothers as they crossed the
"Burning Sands" were the
presidents of Alpha
Delta
Lambda (graduate) and Beta
Xi Chapters, Earnest L. Young
and Melvin Tuggle, Jr. respec-

T OEB'S

MEW PIT IAR-18-0

Track and Baseball
Keep Magicians Busy
The Magicians of LeMoyne- at Nashville.
Owen College still have several On the baseball side, the
engagements to fill in track Magicians will close out their
season with this schedule:
and baseball before the end of
At U. T. Martin, Thursday,
the school year.
April 24.
In track, they will host Ala- At Bellevue Park, 3 p.m.,'
bama A&M and Fisk this Sat- May 1, against Tougaloo.
At Rust, Holly Spring s,
urday, April 2, possibly at Miss., May 3.
the Fairgrounds.
At Bellevue Park, 3 p.m.,
Following this three-way con- May 5, against Bethel.
test, the Magician trackmen At Belmont, May 6.
are expecting to compete in At Tougaloo, May 9.
the T.I.A.C. meet, May 2-3, at
Cookeville; in the SIAC meet
May 9-10 in Atlanta, and the
District 24 NAIA meet May 17

Art Festival
Ends Monday
With Concert
THREE TITLE SEEKERS — One of these
three beauties may become the first to bold
the title of "Miss Magnifique of Memphis"
when the first annual beauty contest sponsored by Omega Psi Phi Fraternity and its
auxiliary, the Quetta," is presented Friday
Welt, April 25, in the Hamilton High School

auditorium. From left are Vishnue Austin,
Manassas High School; Ethel Mae Fonlkner,
Capieville High; and Marilyn Carter, Central High. Tickets may be obtained by calling Mrs. Lois Gilder at 452-5821, or Mrs.
Eleanor Currie at 948-4934.
(Gem Robinson Photo)

Hamilton PTA Plans
Benefit Fashion Show

Takes A Prize

FIRST MEMPH
Now Showing
WATCH THE LEAD...
WHEN THERE IS NO SPLIT
OF THE BREAD!

A book review, "UnderstandJIM BROWN
Eddie Scott Jr., of 2953 ing Media," was scheduled for
Thursday
this
morning
with
Forrest. a senior at LeMoyneRaymond S. Hill of Southwest- JULIE HARRIS
Owen College is the third ern doing the reviewing.
DIAHANN CARROLL
prize winner in the short story
The Hamilton High School president, and Oliver Johnson
The LeMoyne-Owen choir, 1/1M PANAVISION METROCOLOR
division of the annual Creative
• IN6A
PLUS
PTA will present a fashion principal of the school.
Writing Contest sponsored joint- under direction of Mrs. Milrendered
dred
Green,
a
"Soul
show on the theme. Mode of Mrs. Van R. Goodman
ly by Reader's Digest and the
lbnyAnthony
Spiritual" program WedUnited Negro College Fund. and
Fashions, on Sunday. May 4, publicity chairman.
morning,
nesday
and
physical
He received $100 for his story,
from 4 to 6 p.m.
'Dark Is the Path.' Judge of education students presented
The proceeds from the tea
the contest, which included poet- a Modern Dance Program Wednesday evening.
will go to establish a scholarry, essays and short stories,
Fr•• Parking Deily
ship fund for students and to
was Frank G. Jennings of the An Art Exhibit is open to the
6t00 P.M.
defray other expenses. Mrs.
Saturday Review and The New public in the Alumni Room of
Attendant On Dirty
Mable White is general chair;World Foundation.
Price
Hollis
Library.
F.
the
an and Mrs. Lucious Gibson
co-chairman.
Fashions will be from local
downtown stores, and a special feature will be the presentation of the Afro-American
styles. Mrs. Yvonne Wallace Bruce Hall, LeMoyne-Owen
will be narrator and Mrs. Mary College will be the setting for
Lee Seymour is chairman of "A Psychedelic Experience" on
fashions.
Monday. April 28 when four of
Models will be Mrs. Elise R. the hottest bands in townwill
Harris Mrs. 'Margaret Wilburn, be presented in a jazz coneert,
Mrs. Gwendolyn Walton, Debowhich begins promptly at 7:30
rah L. Curry, Karen R. Seyp.m.
Anderson,
mour, Michalese
Yvonne Caldwell, Carol Lump- Performing will be The Heat
kins, Mrs. Ruby Prudy. Mrs.
Waves. .. The Trademarks. . .
Patricia Frye and Mrs. Bobbie
Eidorays and The TernThe
Jackson.
.giving a show with a
pres.
Also Mrs. Gloria Venson,
Mrs. Mildred Lashley, Vivian real "sock it to me" beat!
Bourbon Drinkers ..•
Myers. Elsie Flowers, and Don't miss this show! Tickyour time has come.
Joyce King.
ets are on sale at Hamilton,
Tavern open you
Kentucky
Male models will be Johnny Washington. Carver and Dougnew value.
outstanding
Catchings,
an
0.
James
Brown,
lass, as well as LeMoyne Coltradition.
Dennis Glasper. Timothy Sey- lege, for $1.00 in advance.
fine
SIM
Still the
Roberts,
mour, U c A rthur
old quaky.
year
Still the same 8
Michael Curry, Ronald John- Proceeds of the event will
sponFund
Scholarship
benefit
The only diference is the...
son and Roy E. Seymour.
sored by the Memphis Alumni
well, let your retailer tell you
Door prizes will be given to of Howard University for aid
lucky persons. Refreshments to students from Memphis atall about it
will be served after the fashion tending
University.
Howard
show Donations of .50 cents Robert Waller is president of
will be accepted for admission. the Howard Alumni Club of
Mrs. Joseph Simmons is PTA Memphis.
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Now, your savings
earn more at Union
Planters
INTEREST COMPOUNDED DAILY
ON DEPOSITS OF $100 OR MORE

NEW PREMIUM
PASSBOOK SAVINGS
ACCOUNT
Here's an exciting new passbook savings plan that
pays higher interest on deposits of only $100 or more.
It works like this: minimum balance of $100 required
with funds left on deposit for a minimum of three
months. Additional deposits may be made in any
amount at any time. Funds which have been on
deposit for 90 days or more may be withdrawn during
first 10 calendar days of each quarter. Passbook
gives you permanent record of all transactions. Ask
about the new Premium Passbook Savings Account at
any Union Planters Family Banking Center.
Earn up to 61
/
4% on investments—Union Planters
also has savings plans that pay up to 61/4%
per annum
for amounts of $100,000 or more. Get complete
details
on these Investment Certificates of Deposit
at any Union Planters office.
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LeMoyne-Owen
College
is
closing out its annual Spring
Arts Festival which began
Monday morning with a concert by Bennie Jenkins, wellknown local operatic tenor.
Final event will be showing
of a film," Les Mains Sales"
(Dirty Hands), at 10:30 Friday morning in the college's
Little Theatre.

Howard Alumni
Are Sponsoring
Jazz Concert

Coupons Redeemable
at all 147 Loeb Drive-ins!
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Left Side

!DOWN FRONT!!

Lane Is Awned
For $111,800
HEW Grant

it
*

Why do you trade

with

J.B. HUNTER PHAR.

The first rent supplement
Green-eyed Memphians are looking over in Little project sponsored jointly by
College and the Christian
Rock because of the mixed drink bill. Just wait until Lane
Methodist Episciopal Church those conventions star rolling in; Memphians will Lane Garden Apartments was dedicated in Nashville
turn green all over.
this week as "a house by
the side of the road for men:'
Difference between preachers and mixed drink
The Rt. Rev. B. Julian Smith,
Committee: Preachers don't want you to drink period. bishop
of the Memphis, Jackson
Committee just wants you to delute it.
and Went Tennessee Conference
of the CME Church and chairAnother way to squeeze the poor: Tire Manu- man of the Lane College Board
facturer wants tire inspection. Tires should be in- of Trustees, said of the project,
spected after coming off the assembly line, especially "We feel that ministering to the
total need of mankind is our
the ones tha do no last out that 10,000 miles guaran- mission
as much as ministertee.
ing in a spiritual manner."
Bishop Smith also said buildarkway matron heard her husband bumping in ing and opening of the
racialthe living room. Thinking a robber was fighting her ly integrated apartments is
husband, Matron seized the frying pan, rushed in to "the church's way of providing
quarters for persons who
aid her husband saying to herself, "I can floor those living
are in substandard housing."
little jitterbugs." Husband mumbled something about DeBerry
McKissack, presi- ,
a rat coming down the chimney and stepping out of dent of McKissack and McKisMALLORY KNIGHTS HELPING — The
Here Harry L. Strong, director of the orthe fireplace. At this wifey took off screaming hysteri- sack Architects, presented the
keys of the apartments to', -- Mallory Knights Charitable Organization
ganization, gives clothing to Mr. and Mrs.
cally through the house and down the street in a nightDr. Chester
Robert McFerson and their daughter at
A. Kirkendoll, I
came to the aid of a family in North Memgown with two adult offsprings in pursuit. It just president of Lane College. Kir- 1 phis last week when it was discovered they
970 Eldridge St.
happened to have been a baby squirrel.
kendoll said:
were in need of food, clothing and bedding.
"For 87 years Lane Collegej
GENOCIDE h a s many faces — Red Devils, has brought to the youth ofl
Christmas trees — Yellow Jacks. Parents watch your America an educational program designed to equip them
children .
for living youthful, happy and
successful lives."
The educator said, "The college program is being extended today to the area of hous- AFRAM House, the firsti strictly the black community,
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
ing. Housing is considered one mail-order house in the nation is branching out. . .into some
of the major problems facing run by blacks and serving of the nation's top retail stores.
Baked In Memphis by Memphlans
Blanche Calloway, president
America. Through this rent
—rushed rushed daily to your big
of the firm based in Miami
supplement project of 212 1965.
'Hogue Knott supermarket for
range
Prices
of
apartments
Fla.,
said
AFRAM's
concept
units, the college is making a
maximum freshness.
significant step toward help- from $115 to $150. Units in- of introducing items specially
0
1%
ing to resolve this national clude one, two, three and four- designed for the nation's 22'
II
or
apartments.
All
are
bedroom
million
Negroes
"has
really
problem."
Open house was attended by with kitchens, living rooms and caught on."
churchmen from Brownsville, baths.
In fact, it has been so sucJackson, Memphis and Nash- The project will be racially cessful, "many top retail esville. The 212-unit apartment integrated and persous qualify- tablishments and distributors
project cost $2,749,000 with ing for rent supplement ac- have been requesting the oppayment to be made over a per- tion are:
portunity to handle the AFRAM
iod of 40 years. After that. Those eligible for public hous- House line," added Miss Calthe apartments will be an en- ing and displaced by govern- loway sister of the famed
dowment to Lane College.
ment action.
Cab Calloway and a former
Under the rent supplement Tenants now living in 'sub- show-business personality her- 1
367 LI m On
program, one-fourth of the standard conditions.
self.
S to
527-4411
renter's income goes toward the Tenants or spouses 62 years
AFRAM
products include cosrent and the United States gov- of age or older.
pkg.
2989 Summer
323-5594
ernment will pay a maximum Those who live or did live in metics, costume jewelry, wigs,
of 70% of the rent for persons units which were destroyed beach apparel, three dimensionwall decor plaques based
who qualify under the Housing or extensively damaged byal
I
an authentic African scenes
and Urban Development Act of natural disaster.
and other items. AFRAM, a
Bg
contraction of African-American, was born last fall of a
desire to
provide products
designed specifically for Ameri4.
ca's black community:

Mail Order House For
Blacks Branching Out

Because Mr. Micheal M. Jablin
Gives your prescription his
personal attention.
Mr. Micheal M. Jablin is now
manager of J.B. Hunters
Pharmacy and is inviting all
his friends to visit him.
Your prescription is key to
your good health
Keep it Healthy
Follow North Hollywood to
2602 Frayser Blvd.
35/ —0363

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis
41
.

TWO HST PLACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!

moi*,V1*.

254

8Er
00/N'TO

Make the irt6
of their
"Wonder Years"
44r71;:jr4

"Distribution of AFRAM's
first catalog to blacks across
the nation drew instant response," said Miss Calloway.
Now another catalog is being
prepared to include new lines
of AFRAM products.
"We will, of course, continue
our successful mail-order operation," said Miss Calloway.
"But we're branching out into
the retail establishments bemake
want to
we
cause
AFRAM products available to
all of our people, not just those
who can be readily reached
through the mails. Today's
black is on the move. He shops
the nicer stores. These stores
want to serve him—and we
want to help them".
"AFRAM products, she added, "will soon be available at
J. C. Penney. Jefferson Stores,
the Grand Union outlets, Jackson-Byrons, the Levitts Furniture' stores and in individual
across
retail establishments
Florida and the nation.
said
blacks,"
"American
Miss Calloway, "have been
forced for years to buy products
made for whites because there
waS no other choice. Now
AFRAM House has changed
that. Highly selective products
are now being offered to the
black people, and for the first
time they can chose their
colors, textures and home decorations oriented to their needs.
"For the first time, a variety
of quality products is being
offered to them through fine
quality outlets. This is progress—black progress."
-

The"Wonder Tears,"one through
twelve,are the formative years
when you can do the most for
your child's growth
During these years your children
develop in many ways—actually grow
to 90% of their adult height. Every
delicious slice of Wonder Bread is
carefully enriched with foods for
growing bodies and minds.The"Wonder
Years" come only once. Make the most
of them. Serve your children fo"""7"*"'',*
nutritious Wonder Bread.
C
%
41/g

e

•ci
•

a"'

WONDER
Vp.P.4:::44,4
14.71.714q 1.' 13 4,

•4
•
••
•
.Slwx
NI •
2.
41 4111„
"
4

Helps build
strong bodies12ways!

JAMES EARL RAY:
JUSTICE
or
COVERUP?
Was a 'deal' made to
cep King's killer quiet?

LACK AMERICANS
STARVE!
These two stories will
make your blood boil!
Read them in the
May issue of

SEPIA

At your newsstand

NOW!

271
BREAD
BROWN N SERVE
274
ROLLS
Re,er

121:7
1. Sandwich
g dnft Loaft

o2gtuoe ca an;tie

T"e R

Morton

POT

APPLE

Chicken
Beef
and Turkey

PIES

JUICE

17c

8 oz.

qt. 280
Delta Brant!
Lut OK

Dubon

BABY LIMAS
20 oz

Poly Bag

RA
lu oz.

29c

uç

WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS
Mrs. smith
ueluze

Real Meaty

PORK
LIVER

I
%o
PEAnr'
rri

lb. 270
44 oz

HAM
HOCK
lb. 490

79c
Martha White
Mrs. Tharps

Blue Plate

Grade' A"

MAYONAISE1
qt.

4I Q

Eggs

BOILlhiG
BEEF
perfect for Soups
& Stews lb.

med.
large

FLOUR
Plain or Self Risen
5 lb.Bag 449
Hogue & Knott

PORK
SAUSAGE
3 lb Bag

1.25

290 ..
s

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR

3384 N. THOMAS

4321 SUMMER
973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9 A.M

to 7 P M
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Rev. Mickle Delegate
To Synod In Boston

PTNAL INSPECTION — Churcbmee and
executives of the new Lane Garden Apartments check the final blueprint of the
structure which is located at Meridian and
Foster streets in East Nashville. From left
are DeBerry McKissack, president of Mc-

Kissack and McKissack Architects; Ayes
Williams. counsel for the rental project;
Bishop B. Julian Smith, Lane College Board
of Trustees chairman; and Dr. Chester A.
Kirkendoll, president, I. a n e College,
Jackson.

Ward Chapel's AME's Presiding Bishop
Men To Present Garrett To Be Honoreci
Is op 'DOS

The Reverend John Charles years ago It will be choosing .
Mickle, minister of Second a new chief executive to sucThe South Memphis District Rev. Garrett has also been
Congregational United Church ceed the Rev. Dr. Ben Mohr
of the African Methoidst Epis- the pastor of Brown Chapel
of Christ will be a delegate to Herbster president since 1961.
copal Church will honor the at Union City and Salters
the Seventh General Synod of A white seminary president, Annual Men's Day will be ob- Rev. Frank G. Garrett, the
Chapel at Dyersburg. He has
served
at
the Ward Chapel
the United Church of Christ the Rev. Dr. Robert V. Moss,
presiding elder, during a ban- been presiding elder of the
to be held in Boston, Mass., Lancaster, (Pa.) Theological AME Church at 1125 S. Park- quet to be given on Friday
Paris-Jackson D i strict, the
June 25 to July 2.
Seminary, has been named way East on next Sunday, night, April 25, at 8 p.m. at the North M.”.sphis
District, and
The biennial General Synod by the denomination's nominat- and Memphians as well as out- St. Andrew AME Church at
presently the South Memof-town
guests
will
be
present
Is the legislative body of the ing committee. A black pastor,
867 S. Parkway East.
phis District
two-million-member d e n omi- the Rev. Dr. Arthur D. Gray, for the day.
The Rev. Mr. Garrett began
nation, a union of the Con- Church of Park Manor, Chicago The morning sermon will be his gospel ministry at the It is for 53 years of congregational Christian and Evan- III., will be nominated by a given by Bishop C. A. Gibbs Providence AME Church in tinuous service that the Rev.
gelical and Reformed Churches. committee of ministers for of the 13th Episcopal District 1916, and all of his ministry Mr. Garrett will be honored
of the African Methodist Episat the banquet.
It is made up of approximately racial and social justice.
copal Church, who will speak has been served in the West
300 lay men and women and
Tennessee area.
On the banquet committee
Also before the United Church again at 4 p.m.
ministers of the church from
He has pastured three church- are the Revs. E. M. Martin,
Singing
at
the
resolutions
delegates
be
services
will
will
every part of the United States.
es in Memphis, Mt. Zion and chairman; J.L. Gleese, coThe 1969 Synod will be con- on revision of the selective serv- be the men's choruses of the Ward Chapel, which he built, chairman, and R. L McRae,
pro- ice system, on amnesty for church,
c o ntroversial
sidering
and the New Allen Chapel, co-chairman.
posal.. for structural changes draft evaders, on taxation and Bishop Gibbs will also speak
at
the New Tyler AME Church
in the denomination based on on elimination of white racism
experience under a constitution from the church and the na- at 3 p.m.
A feature of Men's Day will
and bylaws adopted just eight tion.
be a panel discussion.
Cornell L. Wells is chairman
of Men's Day. The Rev. R. L.
McRae is the minister.
The Memphis Housing Authority will receive

Dean Marie Penn
Women's Day
Speaker Sunday

Keel Ave. Men's
Day Program
Is Next Sunday

Proposals Invited

Turnkey Proposals for a total of 300 low-rent housing units together with Community, Management and
Maintenance space, Jritil 10 o'clock a.m., May 13,
1969, at its offices 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis,
Tonnes see.

Mrs. Bunton
Will Speak
At Mt. Olive

The Keel Avenue Missionary
Baptist Church at 778 North
Bellevue Boulevard will ob'ulty memt,er received a Ford
Annual Men's Day,
serve
Foundation grant for a year's
April 27.
'leave. Since 1966. Lane College
has received $341,084 under Annual Women's Day will be Charles Ray Owens of The
celebrated at Mt. Pisgah Keel Avenue Church will delivTitle III.
The women of Mt. Olive
C.M.E. Church, 2480 Park Ave- er a lay message at the 11:00
A.M. Service while Rev. W. A. CME Cathedral invite the pubnue, Sunday, April 27.
Suggs, Pastor of the Friend- lic to be their guests on SunThe morning message will be ship Baptist Church and His- day, April 27, during the anLane College has been ap- strengthening the educational
delivered by Mrs. Marie M. tory teacher at Hamilton High nual observance of Women's
Penn, dean of women, Lane School will deliver the 9:00 Day.
proved for a £111,800 grant its administration and faculty
College, Jackson, Tennessee. P.M. message.
for Strengthening Developing are extremely concerned with
The guest speaker for the
She is a very dynamic speak- The "Gospel Pearl Singers" special program at 4 p.m. will
Institutions, Under Title III program.
er, she is President of the of Moorehead, Miss., will rend- be Mrs. Henry C. Bunton of
Higher Education Act of 1965 In order to do this the college
from the Department of Health, must build a strong and capa- The women of Salem-Gilfield Jackson City Federation of er a program at the morning Washington, D.C. She is the
Education and Welfare.
ble faculty, and provide a curri- Baptist Church will celebrate Women's Clubs and hold s and afternoon services.
wife of Bishop Bunton, former
Dr. Herman Stone, Jr., co- culum which will be meaning- annual Women's Day on Sun- many responsible civic, social "Growing In God's Grace" minister of the church, who
and religious positions on the is the theme of
ordinator of the proposal said. ful to the students in terms of day. April 27.
the observ- was promoted to the high
"The programs encouched in employment and service oppor- The speaker for the pro- local and national areas.
ance. Rev. Perdy Moody, Pas- church post while serving at
ibis cooperative arrangement in- tunities.
gram at 3 p.m. will be Mrs. Evening service will be at tor of the Church and Mr. Mt. Olive.
elude a student exchange. facul- "The various programs in Willie R. Turner of Senatobia,,5:00 p.m.
Jesse Ross, Chairman of the The theme for Women's Day
ty development, visiting facul- this proposal will enable the col- Miss., a dynamic speaker.
program extend a cordial in- will be "Women Bridging the
ty, and curriculum improve- lege to move closer toward that' Mrs. E. L. Cole is chairman Mrs. Zana Rogers Ward is vitation to friends, and coin Gap in Human Relationships."
ment."
goal," said Dr. Stone.
of the observance. The Rev. general chairman of Women's munity patrons to worship Mrs. Beatrice M. Johnson is
These programs are, in whole Because of limited financiall A. L. McCargo is pastor of Day and Mrs. Eula Mae Cue- with their church on their AN- chairman of Women's Day and
eingham is co-chairman. Mrs. NUAL MEN'S DAY.
Mrs. Freddie Kendrick coor in part, continuation of pro- resources, the college in the the church.
Elizabeth Brown Saunders is
chairman.
grams which have been in *xis- past has not been able to propublicity chairman.
The Rev. T. C. Lightfoot is
tence for one or more years. vide much in the way of induceminister of the church.
Also included as a part of the ments or assistance for facul•
The public is invited to all of
proposal is a request for Na. ty study. Programs in this prothe services of the day.
tonal Teaching Fellowships. posal will make it possible for
The Rev. E. L. Brown is minRealizing that the future of several faculty members to
ister.
87-year-old Lane College de- apply to private sources for felpends upon its ability to offer lowships.
quality education that is rele- In addition to the ones who
vast to the needs of its stu- are on leave this year under
Martin Temple CME Church
dents, both present and future, our Title III program, one fac- at 85 S. Parkway East will
New Harvest Baptist Church
observe a n nual Missionary
at 2532 Warren at. will celebrate
Day on Sunday. April 27, with
three years of Christian service
I HELP IS POSSIBLE THROUGH REV. COSTONIE AND HIS
a sermon by the Pastor, the
to the community under the
Rev. Paul Fowlkes, at 11 a.m. The Women's Fellowship of
=WAY OF PRAYER, SAYS;
leadership of the Rev. R. S.
The afternoon program will Second Congregational United
MRS. LIZZIE COOPER, 1466 E. 69th St.
Pamphlet
on Sunday, April
begin at 3:30 p.m., and a Church of Christ will meet at
27.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60637
special
Missionary
Day
ser_
My husbend and I hay. spent
the home of Mrs. Sadie B. Anniversary services will be
mon will be delivered by the Mickle, 782 Walker, Avenue, on
enough to buy a home, seeking fee
conducted throughout the entire
someone to help us. We looked
Rev. Elmer M. Martin. pastor Sunday, April 27, at 5:00 p.m.
day with the young people in
in six lending hospitals and ten
of the St. Andrews AME Mrs. Emma Jean Scotts will
charge of the morning services
sp•cialists with no results. W•
Church.
tell of her trip to Washington, and the adults in charge of the
want to all the "86.e/riled" Ned.
Music for the program will D.C. to participate in the Poor afternoon services. Guests for
ere we hod heard about. All tks
was taking our sayings. But thank
be sung by the St. Andrew People's Campaign,
the evening will be the Rev. W.
*eel, 0 frisind told us about REV.
choir. The public is invited WI Mrs. Mamie Taylor is presi- M. Fields, Jr., and members
COSTOMIE.
be present.
dent. The Rev. John Charles of the Eastern Star Baptist
We went to him Irrtm•diately
Mrs. Irene White is general Mickle is pastor.
congregation.
fair Prayer. hie advised my bus.
chairman, Mrs. Annie Tillman
bond to try one more of Chicago's
finest hospitals. My husband was
program chairman, and Mrs.
seri•usly ill and it airem•d nei en*
Rosalie Lee president of the
could tell us what was wrong, yet
Missionary Society.
we did as REV. COSTOMIE hail
Mrs. Virginia Wade is church
advised us to do. we went through
reporter.
es ts and rec•ived the
the same'

Lane and CME Church

Dedicate New Housing

•

Proposed sites must be within the limits of the
City of Memphis and should be submitted for approval no later than 10 o'clock a.m., CST, April 3,
1969, and prior to preparation of proposals.

Senatobia Woman

The proposals will be received in increments
of approximately 100 units per site. Distribution
of units will be as follows: One bodroom 12%; two
bedrooms 12%; throe bedrooms 39%; four bedrooms
25%; five bedrooms 10% and six bedrooms 2%.

To Deliver Talk

At Salem-Gilfield

Missionary Day

Service Planned

At Martin Temple

Fellowship Meet

New Harvest
To Observe 3rd
Anniversary

Planned Sunday

28
an

Full information may be obtained from the of.
fice of the Associate Director of Memphis Housing
Authority, 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee.

Sc]
Ar

Memphis
Housing Authority
Orel1e Ledbetter
Secretary
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SEE AND PLAY

TV'S NEWEST GAME

sem, results, the dation didn't
loww what was th• nature of my
Mrs. Llszie Cooper
hatband'. IIIn•sse W• wart bock to REV. COSTONIE •nri he told
.us the beet tim• for prayer ii when everything lole• foils: that many
tIrnes the darkest haw Is just before dawn.
Three days utter our proyer.m•eting my husbond b•sen to improve.
This svas three menthe ago and everyday now he Is feeling silencer
and leaking betel'. Me is back en his lab and tieing even tette,
then b•fore. Good things just se•m to corn. our way now that we
1100, been following REV. COSTONIE'S advice.
.
This wonderful man h•Ips with money problems too. There Is so
much to tell, I hardly knew where to begin. My picture end story
may give faith to '11•Meibne •II10. That is why I am h•ipin g REV.
000STONIE try te attain his church. hie Is trying to buy o church to
help people so everyone should be eager to swirl a tantributian to
help him. Send your donation to 927 E. 47th Stv. Chicago, Illinois
60453. Or If yeu are in Chicago, call him at WA 4.4969. Believe
ntek, th:s wonderful man gets ge•d.rissults for ell .0140 alt•mila

FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
927 1, 47th .STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. 60653

cc
BI
vi

$100
WINNER

Two To Represent
Congregational

Mrs.
lora
Malone

th
;1.
'1Y

-th

1252 Collete

Mrs. Silas P. Washington,
Rev. and Mrs. Edward F.
Ouellette and Rev. John C.
Mickle will represent Second
Congregational United Church
of Christ at the Fifth Annual
Meeting of the Greater St. Louis
Association of the Missouri
Conference of the United Church
of Christ.
The meeting will be held at
Eden Theological Seminary of
Webster Groves, Missouri on
Saturday, April 26.

:111

ht. Race Wines

bd. Race
3rd. Race
4th. Race
5th. Race

MUSTANG
IN
$100 pl°411:Zi 81195
V-8, eirtsunstls, risk. snal haat., Good claim. Very three,
MUSTANG
SIGS rgar4,$168$
'87
V., astemetic, pew tteisrlve. factory air. Jest like or..
'68
VOLKSWAGEN $I50.°.$1300
Midi*. heater, •iittewali t,rst, push *et windows.
'67 OLDSMOBILE $200 FPN°A•11$1800
4-4-2
hi=dfire.
realier. A reel eharplel
'6$
THUNDERBIRD
$145 11=11400
Full power
•rI fearer, eh.
'67
FAIRLANE 600 $200 pi°,7:4Igs$1245
IA, automatic, rids, whitewall tires. Ovew. s. mh•els.
'67
CHARGER
$200 pit174'cli $1595
Pull! /gulfweed •od re/ ifs..
'64
FORD
8150 breed
4:3,"41•w.8900
pa.a. aid ale. Oaa oweer. LAW mileage. Likeps°,
'68
GALAXIE
$150 ,VZZE 82045
1-4 Fa.tosek. fully weerpeed ee• oriii is remit,.
'65 CINTRY SQUIRE.160 IIDPaVNI(PC1 $1 300
lieltr mlidelsmi, WWI*, loggeoe no.
'68
FORD
F.100 $150 FPNOZZI $1445
Iltedel earl Pieerw, Iwo mileage very eke

Wiener
Winner
Winner
Winner

Receives $2
Receives $5
Receives $10
Receives $100
Receives $500

Plus...New
2.41. Place Wieners Is
Each Race Now Receive
$1 Cask. More Wieners
Than Ever!

seisall season ;s coming on test end we're
up The kind o4 pitch yeti can't pass upl
C.te Heri4 on Summer today and sharpen up
pew eye on one of these great buysi

lit

Join famous Sportscaster
Jack Ono's at Florida's
beautiful Tropical Park for five
complete thoroughbred races
every week. For a chance to
WIN one of the hundreds of
BIG CASH PRIZES awarded
in this area for eacti show, get
your FREE Game Card at....

24,•

Fk

PROTECT YOUR FURNITURE the modern way with attractive
eu11c1Ade plastic covers from PROTECTIVE PLASTIC COVER
C0.,
t ril9Summer Ave. in Memphis. Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Branch.
pictured above with their young son Gordon, use these convenient
sip-on covers to protect the furniture in their lovely home at VI55
Nathan from the wear and tear of everyday use. We offer you a choice
of clear plastic or one of the new color tints now available. Covers are
cut and fitted in your own home wit craftsmanship and material
guaranteed. Call 4514541 fnr a free estimate from PROTECTIVE
PLASTIC COVER CO., 12-!')Summer Ave. Budget terms available,
SankAmericard accepted
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LARS! SILICTION OP NEW PONDS

HERFF
2450

on SUMMER

SUMMER

4504151

Everyone has -FUN AT THE RACES"
In Color

Channel 5
WMC TV
SATURDAY
7 P.M.
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Monumental Ready For
A Calendar Club Tea

Telephone Census Shows
222 Million In Use

The number of telephones in basis with 51.8 phones for
The annual Calendar Club Calendar Tea is a must for the world increased by 14 mil- every 100 persons,
Tea of Monumental Baptist the socially conscious and the lion in 1967 and totaled 222 milChurch, The Friendly Church fashion lovers. The public is lion at the start of 1968. More
than half of these are in North
THE
on the Parkway", Rev. S. invited.
America, where there is one
"Billy" Kyles, Pastor, will be'
telephone for every two perheld at 3:30 p.m. Sunday, April
sons.
27, at the glamorous new dining
The statistics are Included in
BRA
hall of the International Head"The World's Telephones," an
quarters of the Mahalia Jackannual review compiled by
like no other
son Franchise System, 705 S.
AT&T. Since it takes nearly a ...
Parkway East, announced Mrs.
informayear
to
gather
such
•
Birteal Benson, chairman.
tions frem telephone adminicompanies
a ad
strations
Rev Kyles joined the
around the world, figures are
Calendar Club presidents and
the heads of other church The Hamilton High School a year old when released.
United States telephone users
auxiliaries in congratulating
pre- can call 96 per cent of the
Mrs. Benson for having been Music Department will
elected as Tea Chairman for sent the Concert Band, senior world's telephones, and interThe miracle bra, lifts and shapes
the eight consecutive year .To High Choir and Junior High national calling from this counthe large bust ... the small bust
assist in coordinating the affair Glee Club in a Spring Concert try increased 23 per cent durappears larger. Design patented
Glenn Strickland was elected on Sunday, April 27, at 4 p.m. ing 1967 to 12.3 million calls
figure
rose
(in
1968
that
again
by Penny Rich. Complete comfort!
co-chairman.
in the Hamilton High School by 24 per cent, to over 15 milNo strap strain! Sold by expert
The Annual Calendar Club Auditorium.
lion calls).
titters. Dacron polyester and cotTea is a major fund raising afton or nylon lace, or all-cotton.
fair for Monumental Baptist Tickets can be purchased In telephone usage. Canada
a narrow
5.95 to 16.95. Sizes 28 to 46,
Church. It features beautifully from any music teacher or leads the U.S. by
Phone
margin.
conversations
A to GG.
school.
the
student
of
music
decorated tables which depict
per year averaged 667.7 per
ADVERTISED IN VOGUE
the theme of the month being Admission is .75 cents in advance, or one dollar at the person in Canada in 1967, comrepresented.
pered with 66.70 here.
BACHELOR GIRLS
door.
The Calendar Clubs compete
By early 1968 the U.S., with
274-3181
for prizes which are awarded
Thomas Doggett is band di- nearly 104 million phones, had
for "Best Decorated," "Most rector, Mrs. Lulah M. Hedge- five-and-a-half times as many
BONNIE RUSH
Uniquely Decorated," and for man director of the senior phones as Japan, second in
774.3326
the most money reported.
choir, and John Clayborn and the ranking of countries. The
MRS. JESSIE LOCKHART
Having become so popular Mrs. Megtis Ewell in charge U.S. is also first in the num275-9192
over the years, Monumental's of the junior high glee club.
ber of phones on a per capita

Hamilton High's

Spring Concert

Pir

Is Next Sunday

rid

PLANNIN,G CALENDAR TEA — The Annual Calendar
Club Tea will be held next Sunday, April 27, at the Monumental Baptist Church at 704 S. Parkway East, and members of the Planning Committee are shown completing
plans for the gala affair. Seated from left are Mrs. Vivian

LeMoyne-Owen Seniors
Do Practice Teaching

Ford, Mrs. Birteal Benson, chairman; Mrs. Dorothy Jones
and Mrs. Julia Mae Hamilton. Standing, same order, are
Washington Butler, Jr., Mrs. Alberta Burgess, Glenn Strickland, co-chairman; the Rev. S. B. Kyles, pastor; Mrs.
Maria Butler and Mrs. Hazel Strickland. (Photo by Ford)

PATRONIZE TRI-STATE
DEFENDER ADVERTISERS

A second section of LeMoyne- she, Washington, and JacqueOwen College seniors are do- line Johnson, Mitchell Road,
ing their practice teaching this
semester in local public
schools.

Students Plan

There are 48 in this section,
28 in the elementary division
and 21 on the secondary level.

Collections

Assigned
to
elementary
schools are: Loretta Delores
Artry, Georgia Avenue; Anita
Maria Austin, Grant; Evelyn
Willene Brown, Riverview; Pa- Students of Memphis and Sheltricia Lee Brown, Stafford;
by County schools will be workJean Redic Christeon, K 10 ndike; Commersine Clemons, ing again this spring to proGrant; Silecia Venice Coleman, vide training and jobs for the
Walker; Sherry Ardelia Farm- handicapped at Goodwill Induser- Stafford; Ethelyne Marie tries.
Harris, Georgia Avenue; Marilyn Jean Harris, Klondike; Dates ofr the 1969 SchoolsClaudette Louise Hence, Staf- Goodwill Bag Filling Drive
ford; Elizabeth Jackson, Cum- are Monday, April 28 through
mings; Diane Johnson. Cum- Friday, May 2. This will make
mings; Edna Louise Jones Ri- the twenty-ninth year students
verview; Lametra Dellora Kel- have worked for Goodwill's
ly, Kansas; Dora Marie King, handicapped workers.
Orleans; Katheryn Lee, Cummings; Willie Ralph Lewis, The bags will be filled with
Walker; Georgia Delores Ly- costume jewelry, clothing, hats,
Margaret shoes, small household items,
nom, Cummings;
Mineola Richardson, Georgia bric-a-brac, appliances, toys,
Avenue; Ida Janet Shaw, Char- dolls and other small items.
jean; Billie Stewart, C u m• Goodwill's 175 handicapped
mings; Fannie Trice, Kansas; employees earn their wages by
Dorothy Mae Wilkerson, Cald- repairing, preparing for sale
well; Bessie Lee William s, and selling the things students
Grant; Carolyn N. Williams, collect in Goodwill bags.
Laver&
Evelyn
Cummings;
Groups from schools are inWoods, Klondike, and Arletta
vited to visit Goodwill to learn
Murdock, Geeter
how the handicapped prepare
secondary and sell the d.mated articles.
to
Assigned
schools are: Valeria A n n
Blount, Porter; Claiborne Davis, Washington; Charles R.
Diggs, Manassas; Patricia
Hardaway, Hamilton; Shirley
A. Hickman, Hamilton; Dorothy M. Jackson, Carver; JoAnn Johnson. Manassas; Melvena C. Leake, Lester; Mary Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Ray
J. Leaner, Washington; Caro- Howard celebrated their thirtylyn J. Martin, Hamilton; Doro- seventh wedding anniversary ,
thy J. Mason, Cypress; Elaine on March 23. They live at
S. McGowan, Porter; Joy Lea 1549 Marianna st. with their
Miller, Porter; Verna S. Payne, three lovely daughters, Ella
Melrose; Donald M. Sherman, Mae, Unetta and Patricia.
Carver; Lubecca S tam p s,
Douglass; Doris M. White, Cor- Their oldest daughter, Mrs.
ry; Gwendolyn Williams, Doug- Earnestine Yarbrough, lives
lass; Jessie Young Williams, at 2422 Zanone with her husCypress; Doris Johnson Law- band and lovely children.

For Goodwill

DEPARTMENT STORES
A hadiadviopfre. modshmtataq

A Downpour of Extra Savings thru Sat. April 25th
Whirlpool
18000 BTU -220 VOLT
AIR CONDITIONER
Say
"Charge it"

Couple Observes

NO MONEY DOWN $13 MONTHLY
Heat On? Cool off . . . with this big 18,000 BTU
air- conditioner by Whirlpool. Enjoy the comfort of
balanced cooling throughout the entire house with
Comfort Guard control. "Kitten-Quiet" operation,
2 fan speeds, stale air exhaust, and automatically
dehumidifies. Save on this outstanding buy NOW!

37th Anniversary

'
s Ahead.
Hot Weather

Model ASLI82

NO MONEY DOWN $13 MONTHLY

PRE - SEASON SALE...SAY "CHARGE IT" AND SAVE
IF TOMMY GRANT CAN'T SAVE YOU
MONEY ON A 1969 IMPALA, HE
DOESN'T DESERVE YOUR BUSINESS.
See Tommy Grant
...for an outstanding buy
on a low mileage 1969
Impala 2-Door or 4-Door
Hardtop. Equipped with
air conditioning, power
steering, and automatic
transmission. Other
power options available.

SAVE UP TO $1000.00
Bank Financing Arranged

UNION
2200 LAMAR
324-36/1

CHEVROLET

5000 BTU moci•J P51-2
115 VOLT AIR CONDITIONER
Whirlpool

220 VOLT AIR CONDITIONER
Sit back & relax this summer in cool home comfort & at an
amazingly low cost! Yet it has these expensive cooling features; "Whisper Quiet" operation; 2 fan speeds; permanent,
washable filter, convenient slide-out chassis. An unbeatable
value!

WOOLCO SOUTHGATE
1833 SO. THIRD ST.

NO MONEY DOWN
6.50 MONTHLY
2 SPEED 11-1ERM0STAT CONTROLLED •
Big performance in a small package is what's offered you in
this amazingly low priced Whirlpool air conditioner, t offers
"Whisper-Quiet" operation and convenient pushbutton controls. Insta-mount provides quick, one-man installation. Hurry
in now and save during this big Pre-Season Sale!

SAVE 10 A. M.

9:30 P. M.

MONDAY-SATURDAY

•
..-.

HANDS ARe ROCKIN'THE OLD CRADLE!
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When 35-year-old Clifford Alexander, Jr., the recently resigned chairman of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, first came to Washington,
some of the black leaders wondered if he was truly

National Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
,w York 17, N.Y.
310 Madison Avenue, N.;..

committed to the cause.
The skepticism arose primarily because of his
background. Cliff looks, talks and acts like an Ivy
s
Leaguer all the way.
He attended an exclusive high school in New
York's Riverdale, went to Harvard for his college
work and took his law degree at Yale. While at Harv-

Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area
•

ard he was elected president of the Student Council
and finished cum laude. He met his wife
to be while she was attending Radcliffe

The Unfulfilled Dream

gregation is still rampant.
The feeling of despair still permeates the air and the black people
are losing faith in the government,
in the nation. This assessment is
Hope
shared by historian John
Franklin and other students of contemporary events.
Dr. Franklin, who is chairman
of the history department of the
the
University of Chicago, said
nation had failed to make the
strong resolve for change that is
the only way it can survive.
when
"Time is running out
man can solve any of his problems
peacefully," he said. It is his conviction that the "incalculable strain
on our legal and political institutions pushes us closer to the brink
of anarchy."
He was addressing memorial
services in the Labor Department
Building commemorating the first
anniversary of Dr. King's death. The

ting revenues for the Academy.
Anticipating a pertinent inquiry into the reason for creating
a Black Academy, Prof. Lincoln
has provided a convincing rationale. A Black Academy of Arts and
Letters, he said is "one way of
coming to terms with a society
that has not yet made up its mind

about the role of color."

ing it easier to snipe at advocates
of change than to face the issue
honestly.
Franklin asserted that the trial,
imprisonment of
sentencing and
Dr. King's slayer, James Earl Ray,
all within 24 hours, was a bizarre
black historian used the occasion
mockery of justice — "enough to
shake the faith of any American."
Restoration of faith in America
is not one of the objectives of the
Administration. That's
Nixon
why no effort is expanded to sweep
racism out of the social stream or
to clothe with reality King's dream
of social justice.
The prospect of any marked
advances in the struggle against
poverty and discrimination is bitterly remote. This is the grim outof
look on the first anniversary
the
Thus
assassination.
Dr. King's
hopes raised by the battle hymn of
the fighters for freedom — We Shall
Overcome — may never come to
fulfillment.

He added: "A Black Academy
of Arts and Letters is a way of affirming the existence of creative
excellence in places where we are
not accustomed to look for it; and
of recognizing it where, for any
number of reasons, it has gone
largely unrecognized."
However, the Twentieth Century Fund is not interested in the
pursuit of the black movement for
separatism. In a statement released
to the press M.J. Rossant, director
of the Fund, said that "the Fund
does not view the Academy as an
institution devoted to separatism.
The gap dividing the races must be
closed and it is our conviction that
the Academy can be a very constructive element in closing it."
In our view, the Academy will
not be able to close the racial gap if
it maintains a rigid line of demarcation nor will it be in a position
white
to come to terms with a
polarize
society that will, no doubt,
it as a black entity. It should
broaden its perspective to include
all who meet its requirements, regardless

of race or color.

In a copyrighted article in the
current issue of McCall's, Mrs. Edmund Muskie says some good things
about black women's perception and

few Negroes live — is that American black women have developed

political savvy.
hectic camDescribing the
Muskie'a
paign days of Senator
Vice-Presidential race, she says she
"had become weary of women who
compulsively spin their wheels in
activity designed more to fill a void

Mrs. Muskie added that working with a group of Negro women
in Washington, D.C. on a fundraising effort during the campaign
"gave me the chance to observe a

stake today to be spectators in the
national arena," she said.
"One of my strongest impressions — heightened perhaps because I was born and raised in a
small New England state where

Cliff also had all the Ivy League
mannerisms, soft-spoken, very polite and
always wore those Brooks Brothers
suits. As one black leader commented
to me Cliff had "all the earmarks of
Mr. Charlies boy."

take the cowardly way out by find-

Praise For Negro Women

than to help a cause.
Early in the campaign, I was
assured that most modern women
— particularly if they are black
— know that there is too much at

college.

American people are continuing to
the
that
to remind the nation

The Black Academy
Prof. C. Eric Lincoln, of the
Union Theological Seminary, announced the establishment of a
Black Academy of Arts and Letters, dedicated to defining and proby
moting cultural achievement
black people.
launched
The Academy was
Twentieth
the
of
with the help
Century Fund, which provided assistance in financing the creation
and initial operations of the new
institution.
As part of the celebration of
its own fiftieth anniversary as a
foundation, the Fund furnished administrative aid to the Academy's
organizers and will assist them in
obtaining additional financing required to insure sufficient opera-

uncommon political skill and perception."

sort of national sampling of creative, practical, aggressive women
who were resolved to make a difference in their communities.
This is quite a compliment to
who have been
Negro women
the
coming of age politically in
last two decades or mo. And, they
difthe
make
may ultimately
fenrence between success and failure of the movement for black
power

and freedom.

THE BIG PARADE

By LOUIS MARTIN

scription rate 810) The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for
unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos. Published Every Thursday by the New
Tri-State Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid at Memphis, Tennessee,
Cridcr*Act of March 2, 1819.

The nation, thus far, has done
nothing to insure the domestic peace
and racial concord for which Martin Luther King died. Poverty is
yet unrelieved, slums are still seething with anguish and anger, se-
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Cliff Alexander
Puts The Heat
On The Fakers

"The South's Independent Weekly"

McCANN L. REID
f;l:YANT T. WILLIAMS,.Sr

•

,C'•.)'

In this big-mouthed militant period with everyone beating his breast
4„„1,„ like King Kong, trying to prove that
L.,
he is blacker than the next guy, or feels blacker, an
individual with Cliff's background and attributes has
a problem.
MY VIEW
What the skeptics overlooked was the fact that
Cliff was born, brought up and lived all his life, prior
to coming to Washington, in the middle of Harlem.
You have to have rocks in your head not to know
and understand the ugly facts of racism if you live
of Civil Rights. I must rely on Mr. Row- in Harlem.
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
an's article to give us the low down on
Another point the skeptics overlooked is that the
Carl Rowan has done us a service Joseph 0. Rogers, newly appointed U.S. more intelligent a person becomes the more sensitive
by calling the nation's attention to the District Attorney for South Carolina. he becomes toward injustice. Our white friends who

Job For A Segregationist

fact that President Nixon has appointed, Mr. Rogers is a segregationist and a are worried about Negro militancy seem to be under
Joseph 0. Rogers of Manning, South "States Righter" of the first waters. the illusion that education will cool off restive, angry
Carolina, U.S. Disrict Attorney in that Rogers was Vice Chairman of the State blacks. History, however, offers plenty of proof that
state. Rowan, in his column April 8, Segregation Committee of the State the only way to control and keep people in a servile
1969 points out clearly and unmistak- House of Representative appointed in and subordinate position is to keep them ignorant.
ably Rogers' attitude toward Negroes. 1960 to make a last grand stand effort
The slave masters understood this well and that
This column should be read by every- to stop or slow down integration in is why they often punished the blacks who were
one. Mr. Nixon stressed "law and order" South Carolina. Rowan quotes Rogers found trying to learn to read and write. I know of
in his campaign. We knew all the while as saying on May 6, 1969 that when one story where the slave owner caught one of his
that when Mr. Nixon was talking about school segregation is no longer possible slaves with a book and proceeded to put his eyes out.
law and order, he meant "law and or- that he was confident that South Cara
As a matter of fact it is this fear of waking up
der" for Negroes. The President did not lina would reluctantly abandon its pub- blacks, that along with sex obsessions, lay behind the
mean "law and order" for the people lic schools. As late as 1966 this man rigid segregation of the races after emancipation. The
who
deliberately said that South Carolina needed a white racists insisted that the Negro was inherently
"Sovereignty Committee" to protect the inferior but they would not risk giving him any eduplan and scheme
state against the encroachment of the cational opportunities.
-to set aside or dis- federal government. In 1966. as candiClifford Alexander, Jr. for several years, first in
date for governor, he promised the peo- the White House and later as chairman of EEOC,
obey federal law.
ple that if they elected him he would has been battling the biased bureaucrats in WashAll over the South set up a staff of attorneys and special- ington and winning some of those battles.
ists to reduce to a crawl the intervention
The measure of his effectiveness was finally clear
there a r e school
of the federal government in schools to the nation when, a few weeks ago, Senator Dirksen
boards that have and hospitals.
at a public hearing on Capitol Hill threatened to go
What does this mean? Does it mean to President Nixon and have him fired.
refused to follow
that Mr. Nixon wants to reverse the
According to Dirksen, Cliff was harassing those
orslow
trend of liberal action by appoint- big businessmen. Nixon didn't wait to get a call from
guidelines
the
dering desegrega- ing a man to high office who will do Dirksen, according to the papers. The President's press
tion of the schools. what Mr. Nixon wants or what men aide let it be known that Cliff was going to be reThe Nixon admi- like Senator Thurman wants done in placed as chairman of EEOC.
nistration has done nothing rash about South Carolina? Surely a man of Mr.
Still more recently Cliff, in a speech in Washinglaw and order in the cities, but nothing Rogers belief should not be in a position ton, laid bare the scandalous racism in the U.S. Civil
much has happened in the cities since where he can set aside or slow down Service Commission which is the agency that hires
federal guidelines. If Mr. Rogers does and fires the 2,800,000 employees of the federal govhe became President January 20th.
But there are several ways one can this, he will be implementing what the ernment. He also charged that President Nixon is
set the clock back. The President has President said in Charlotte when he was using the Civil Service Commission as a clearing
great power in appointing to office men wooing the South, that federal funds house for rewarding his political friends.
who will express his will or slow down should not be cut off for non-compliUnder the administrations of Presidents Kennedy
the pace we are traveling in the area ance.
and Johnson, blacks opened many new doors in Wash-

Point Of View

ington, including the Supreme Court and the Cabinet.

We called them beachheads in the war against racism
in the federal establishment. A beachhead, to be of
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
ing selected as commander of gratulated for Carl's achieve- any value, must be followed up by the regular troops.
There's a 17-year-old black the First brigade, consisting of ments so far are his mother,
youth in Memphis who rates ROTC battalions from such who is doing a masterful job The Civil Service Commission represents the agency
the plaudits of the city. He is schools as Central High, Tread. in making the youth into a that can do that job. The problem is, however, this
Carl L. Campbell, the son of well, Frayser, 'Trelovant High man. Although a widow, work- agency is almost lily white. Cliff pointed out that of
Mrs. 011ie Mae Campbell of and others.
ing and living in the ghetto. she the 43 super grades in the Civil Service Commission
439-E. Lauderdale Street. Carl's Young Campbell make his is defying the too-often expecaccomplishments in his brief 17 mark by a determination to tations of the conditions most not a single one is black.
years reminds one of the old- be first in local ROTC ranks often associated with the ghet
We know already the testing methods and protime traditional' Negro nick- . . .by self control and disci- to. She is proving that a "man- cedures for employment are oriented
toward middlename for male children in pline, by concentration, con- boy in the Promised Land"
class
whites.
Negroes
and
Spanish
speaking
Ameriwhom they had a combine- stant ef f or t, and
basic can be helped to make giant
tion of hope, love, and respect. strength of character. When he steps in the direction of first- cans have long complained about this problem. _
They reffered to such a first joined the ROTC at class
It is such an agency as the U.S. Civil Service that
manhood despite out
youngster as "Man-Boy". That Washington High he announced ward circumstances.
we find what can be called institutionalized racism.
meant they saw in the youth to his cadet instructor that it
The other big influence in The operation is structured to keep out blacks and
the promising qualities of a was his objective to become the
Carl's life as a cadet particuothers who are regarded as "unqualified."
strong man in his manifests- battalion commander of the
larly is Major Edward Castro,
tions of those qualities people school's unit.
It is our hope that Clifford Alexander sticks to
officer of the
are describing when they say Cadet Colonel Campbell ac- commanding
his
C.
T
0
R
Major
fight.
Washington
He has the brains to checkmate the racists
complished this aim and more:
"He is a real boy".
has
Castro
conso
"zeroed
in"
their tricks. We must give young black
and
expose
he
to
plans
Well. Carl Campbell is all Whether or not
on making the
"real boy" and more. He gives pursue a military career has centradedly
Americans the opportunities they seek and deserve.
Washington ROCT unit disevery promise of growing into not been publicly indicated.
The phrase "equality of opportunity" has become
tinctive until he has earned
done
a real upstanding,, strong man. But what he has already
the
many
among
sobriquet
of
one
the most overworked phrases in the English
Carl is a senior at Booker is very important.
Mr. ROTC. His washington language. All the politicians and
business leaders
T. Washington High School. He It is important because, in
battalion has already won many
is the first youth of his race the first place, young Campbell
make
they
throw
certain
the
in
phrase
whenever they
distinctions.
in Memphis to achieve the coy- is the type of American youth
Carl's selection as Cadet make a public speech. They are wetting so they even
not
not
is
much
whom
about
ROTC
of
Cadet
Coloeted title
the First Brigade do it in the deep South.
oel in command of the First said or written. He is what Colonel of
ROTC Brigade among the might be described as a "good was a high point among other
Our corporations in their advertisements procity's high schools. That means boy with a decent respect for 1 Washington ROTC accomplish- claim they are an "equal
opportunity employer." Can
that he has been selected as the accepted values of Amen - ments under the guidance of
highest ranking cadet can life". Such youths don't'Major Castro and the corps a black man get a jab for which he is qualified? Does
the
officer in the ROTC units often make the headlines. They of other veteran Army men a black employee have the opportunity to rise to the
.such as
of local schools. He gained the are taken for granted and who assist him.
top of the corporation? That is what equal opportunidistinction despite the fact that largely overlooked by the head. Sergeant Major Helton, Serty means.
hisschool, like most of the pre- line writers, while the pictures geant Major Rummach, Master
SFC
Fader,
Kemp,
Young Americans have been lied to so often by
dominantly Negro high schools!and stories of the thugs, hood- Sergeant
S/Sgt. Beckley. These the establishment that they are now In almost open
units in the city, is numbered in lums, rebels, hippie-types, and , and
the Second Brigade. C a r I irrational militonts hog the'men, four white and one black revolt. The least the
establishment call do is to stop
are producing such youths as
bridged the gap, if any, be-news media
lying.
tween the two bridges, by be
Among those to be con-'Cadet Colonel Campbell.
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FLA.
Grapefruits
29c
NEW CROP FLA
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Potatoes
49c

MISS MARION LUCAS

Miss Marion E. Lucas
Plans May 17 Wedding
Announcement is made of the grade teacher at the Longengagement of Miss Marion view Elementary School.
Evelyn Lucas to Arnold Grant Mr. Parks completed secParks.
ondary school in St. Louis and
Their parents are Mr. and received as associate in arts
degree from Harris Teachers
Mrs. Henry A. Lucas of ZachCollege
and a bachelor of
ary, La., and Mr. and Mrs.
science degree from WashingNoble G. Parks of St. Louis,
ton University.
Mo.
He later received a master
The wedding will be solemn- of arts degree in sociology
ized on May 17 at the Christ from Saint Louis University
Baptist Church with the recep- and is presently a candidate
tion at the Sheraton Motor Inn. for the Ph.D. degree from that
university.
The bride-eleect was graduatMr. Parks is deputy director
ed from Northwestern High of
the Memphis Division of DelSchool in Zachary, La., and
ta Education Corporation and
received an associate in arts part-time
sociology instructor
degree from Southern Univer- at
LeMoyne-Owen College.
sity at Baton Rouge, La.
He is a member of Alpha
She is employed by the Phi Alpha Fraternity and the
Memphis City School System Union
M e morial Methodist
and is presently a second Church in St. Louis.

_.•
r
,

EXCHANGE WEDDING VOWS — The home of Mr. and
Mrs. Elmo Taylor of 1629 Harrison st. was the setting of
Miss Dyanne Dotson and Anthony Morris of 981 Alaska
at. recently, and the newlyweds are seen here with their
parents and the presiding minister. From left are Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Brown of Springfield, Ill., parents of the

bride; the bride and groom, Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Morris, and the groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Morris. Standing in the rear is the Rev. T. R. Buckner, who
officiated. A reception for the couple was held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dotson of 1189 College st.,
the bride's grandparents. (Withers Photo)
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TRAY PACK

/r

Tomatoes
LARGE

49c

5 For

YORK

Apples
69c
leftier ingENS 0
0.

LEAN & MEATY

DEBUTANTE COTILLION — The Warren United Methodist
Church will present its third annual Debutante Cotillion on
next Sunday, April 26, in the auditorium of Riverview
Junior High School, and some of the young girls are seen
here with planners. Seated around table, from left, are
Mrs. Mable Bankston, Mrs. Effie Flanigan, Mrs. Easter
Washington, Mrs. Janie Morris, co-chairman; Mrs. Laura

Ephraim, general chairman; Mrs. Jeanne Ricard, program
chairman; and Mrs. Marlee Banks. Detutantes, from left
with pastor, are Gy.enda Gilstrap, Yvonne White, Delores
CarNin, Alma Washington, Charlotte Douglass, Rev. T. E.
White. minister; Wanda Gillard, Juliette Eskridge, Ruth
Ricard, Laura Ricard and Judy Holmes.

/ Spare Ribs
lb' 49c
STARLING PURE

Is Pork Sausage
1.29

31b. Bag

MISS PATRICIA MaTELLAN

June Wedding Plans
Revealed By Couple
Plans for a June 14 weddinv:iffice assistant, member of the
at Metropolitan Baptist Church'senior glee club and band.
are being made by
Miss She was also a member of the ,
Patricia Ann McClellan and Co-Ette Club, Inc.
Clarence Milton Walton.
Miss McClellan was presentAnnouncement of their en- ed to society as a 1964 debugagement is made by her par- tante. At LeMoyne-Owen Colents. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas lege she is "Miss Senior of
McClellan of 699 Edith ave. 1968-69" and layout editor of
The prospective bridegroom is the yearbook.
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Walton, who is the grandClaude Milton Walton, Sr., of son
of the late Mr. and Mrs.
1239 Marechal Neil st.
Young Walton of Memphis and
Miss McClellan is the grand
William Ross of 96 W.
daughter of the late Mr. and
Person and the late Mr.'
McClellan.
Sr
Mrs. Thomas
Ross, was graduated from Melof Hernando, Miss., and the
High School and received
late Mr. and Mrs. John Will rose
a bachelor of science degree
Roberts of Memphis.
in biology from Memphis State
The bride-elect was gradUniversity.
WashingT.
,uated from Booker
School. attended At Melrose, he was a member
ton
High
Spelman College in Atlanta, of the Science Club, the Letterand will be awarded a bachelor man Club and president of the
of arts degree in elementary Knights Club. In 1968 he was
education from LeMoyne-Owen chosen "sweetheart" of Delta
Sigma Theta's Memphis State
College on May 26.
In high school she was tree- University chapter.
Mr. Walton is a teacher of
surer of her homeroom class
and Y-Teens, assistant secretary biology on the faculty of South
of Ladies, an NDCC sponsor, Side High School.

MECHANICAL DRAFTSMAN
Experienced Draftsman to work in Design.
developmentof electro-mechanical-hydraulic materials handling equipment and systems.
Work includes design modification to meet
customer requirements, as well as R and D
Projects. Background should include mechanical drafting layout experierIce. Good benefit program. Salary commensurate with experience.

First
in its league.

H wy. 1 North, Forrest City, Arkansas

72335

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Ham .b.69C
2 lb. Pkg.

CHAMPION
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Fig Bars

39c

JANE PARKER

Apple Pie
t\

39c_ each
4%e ammo goe°
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ANN PAGE
\

/ Peanut Butter
1
39c
i
SUNNYFIELD
Is
Flour
I/

PLAIN 25;BAG 1.95
SELF RISING 25 # BAG 1.991

In taste. In quarily. In popularity.
A combination that makes
Seaoram's 7 Crown America's
most-preferred brand of whiskey.

Say Seagram's and Be Sure.

ammo 0
.
0

423 N. Cleveland
213 Frayser Blvd.
5999 Hwy. 51 South
2833 Lamar Ave.
1500 SO. LAUDERDALE
3561 PARK AVE.
3200 Perkins Rd. South
2465 POPLAR AVE.
4770 Poplar Ave.
3473 Summkr Avg:
00 Surnrrict Ave.

Please send resume of •dvcation, experience,
personal data, and so tory requirements to:
YALE HOISTING EQUIPMENT DIVISION
EATON YALE & TOWNE, Inc.

\

8eagrern Distillers Co., N.Y C. Blended Whiskey. 86 Proof. 65% Grain Neutral Stefits
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theworld of women
ERMA LEE LAW
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editor

Color Power Sparks
Summer Straw Hats
"Color power" is the key to Hat Corporation of America's straw hat introduction for Summer 1969.

The new straws, in colors inspired by the British West
Here gathered Leath Jones, versity of Tennessee at Knox- home from Dana Hall Prep guests Eloise Washington and
Indies,
come in bright reds, yellow yellows, pink, mulberry,
visitins her mom and dad, Joyce Blackmon.
'Julia Atkins, Iris Harris, Mil- ville.
hello, tangerine, leafy green, sky blue—and they add up to
Other
members
present
dred Horne, Lula Wilson, Jean- Whitman Able, son of Mrs. Joyce and Howard Pinkston.
Helen
Bowen, Alice the most exciting collection of current tastes ever shown
ne Ricard, Ida Mae Lockard, Annie Able Boyd spent his The Entre Nous Club was were
by a headwear maker!
Rita Olive, and Lillian Carr. break with his mother. He's hosted in March by Mrs. Helm, Frances Hassell, NAM
adopted a project of landscap- at Florida A & M University James Smith. The congenial 13 Long, Earnestiiie Gray, Bole
ing the neutral strip on Oak- where he's a member of the gathered early in the Smith's Shaw, Lucille Scott, Armed
"This is an era" says Charles H. Salesky president of
lawn between Kendale and famous FAMU marching band. lovely home on Honduras to Taylor, Gerri Little and Lillian
Hat Corporation of America, "when fashion focuses on coior
Netherwood
in
the
South His brother Emerson Able, dispense with business mat- Wolfe.
Entre Nous intensity. Daring change characterizes men's wear in a
Parkway Glenview area are is bandmaster at Manassas ters, thus paving the way for Joining the
pleasantries, good food, cheery group and partaking of Mrs. way not seen for a century.
Helm
Sawyer, Ann
Reba High.
Twigg, Margaret Rivers, Jean- And more Co-Ettes spring drinks and competitive bridge. Smith's hospitality were Lois
"Shirts and sports shirts are brighter than ever before.
ette Powell, Jewel Speight, and breaking, Sharon Lewis. a Food and drinks were abun- Tarpley, Mary Franklin, Mary
Gordon, Accessories must reflect this feeling, and our hats for next
former "Miss Co-ette" was dant, and bridge was challeng- Robertson, P e a rl
Dorothy Westbrook.
Barbara Atkins, Joyce Black- year come on strong with revolutionary headwear shades".
here from Howard University ing.
You could say Sandra Peace
visiting her parents Ruth and Walking away with honors mon. Eloise Griffin, Joan
Continuing. Salesky noted that straw hat stand-bys
daughter of Maggie and Sam
Robert Lewis, as was asso- were club members Eloise Johnson, Norma Griffin and have been tans and browns, blacks and olives, in fact, as
Peace, put the big pot in the
member Paula Pinkston Flowers and Carrie Scott and Helen Batts.
he put it. "straw copies of standard felts". But now this
little one . . meaning that the ciate
look is completely out-moded!
bounty
runneth
over
when
she
ERMA LEE LAWS
One range, called Tobago Tones, is a new interpretafeted her Co-Ette sisters. Dintion of genuinne Panamas, in 19 new and exciting shades.
ner
fare
ran
the
gamut
of
"Friendship doubles our joy Geraldine
Pierce, Suemalia
Two executives from Hat Corporation of America recently
and divides our grief." Anon Jenkins, Shirley London, Jim- baked ham, roast beef, au
journeyed to South America to teach natives in Ecuador
gratin potatoes, French style
how to achieve these new bright colors with native negeFun Fare ... 'Tis not too mie Lowery, Olivia Bruce, and beans, tossed salad, hot rolls,
Lois Jean Williams.
a colorful salad mold. Dessert
table dyes.
soon to think of Christmas and
Barbados Wovens replace the familiar coconuts with 14
that's what the PALS had in Sporting fare for the young was beautiful . . . a myriad of
new and exciting colors and weaves, inspired by the ismind when they presented younger set were cuties Myrtis colors . . . different flavors
lands served by British West Indies Airlines.
The Then and Now Look Ili Adams, Jean Ann Steinberg, of ice cream balls in a spark• • •
Fashions" Vother Sunday at Daphne Owens and her hand- ling silver bowl from which!
A big feature is the Grabber straw, constructed with
Club Rosewood. You see this some brother, Parker Owens, each member scooped her
own banana split topping it
Dupont Reemay for resesdance and lasting durability. Fercoterie of new breeds will help Jr.
beauti- with pineapple, chocolate and
haps the most rugged straw hat ever devised, it takes
others enjoy the holiday sea- Fashionable PALS
crushing and rough treatment without losing its fresh or
son and aid the North East fully attired in pink were M- you think of any yummy high
original lines.
ilne Patterson, president; Clara calorie topping and the teenMemphis Shoe Council.
The new straws for Summer 1969 come in traditional,
Harris, Christine Malone, Wil- agers attacked it.
Who cares that the past few lie Wade, Mary Echols, Joyce In such a setting there were
as well as the new shaped styles that reflect the trend
days have been rather nippy. Johnson, Betty Horton, Betty plans made for the Graduation
to a total fashionable look in men's apparel.
The harbingers of Spring gave Grant, Lois Brown, and Hattie Dinner, an annual event which
the forecast at the show that Gregory.
Church Kindergarten highlighthonors graduating seniors in
Spring herself would be frilly, To complete an enjoyable the club. Date for the dinner
ed the show. Hats made by
printed, checkered, pant suit- evening there was music by is June 2, the place . . . the
Mrs. Ray Hinds and Mrs.
ed, ensembled
and
Afro.' Omar Robinson and his Doug- Holiday Inn-Rivermont. More
Glady's Waller were shown
Twas a beautiful show featur- lass !Ugh Troubadours. Yours each week so we've been inby some of the young people.
ing fashions from Unis of truly was honored to have serv- structed by our young brood.
Those receiving scholarships
Memphis. Eunice Carruthers, ed as narrator.
from the organization were
ts the owner of this smart Friday night was swinging Memphis Co-Ettes are Gwen
Wendy
Miss Mary Alice Pryor and
,hoppe and was recently cited with the members of Phi Beta Williamson, president;
Corley, Michele Peacock, KarMiss Mary Diana Waller.
by Alpha Kappa Alpha SororiSigma Fraternity holding sway en Chandler, Felecia Moss,
"The Stitch and Chat SewMiss Hazel Glover served as
ty as a "Woman of Action." with their Orchid Ball in the Willa Mathews, Debbie Northing Club" held its 18th annual
narrator for the shows.
Indeed she is, and is now Skyway of the Sheraton-Pea- cross, Brenda Batts, Barbara
Fashion Show and Tea, Sunabusy planning the opening of body. Samuel Peace is resi- Westbrooks, M e lba
Mrs. Julia Leonard and Miss
Sorter,
day 13th at the Sigma Gamma
her second shop.
Carrie Canada served refreshdent of this group of gentlemen Ethel Marie Sengstacke, BevRho House, 805 Saxon ave.
There was a thrill for every who are so very generous with erly Steinberg, Janice Walker,
Some 25 models showed off ments .
type! Those sylph-like crea- orchids for each lady attending Gail Gossett, Wanda Weathers,
Easter fashions to an almost The president Mrs. Lula Joe
SIGMA GAMMA RHO — Shown above are members and
tures were positively devastat- the ball and fun for everyone. Charlotte Bynum and Teresa
capacity audience. The club Gibson and all the members
friends of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority before they boarded
ing in chiffons, ruffled, fluted And the We Moderns were Shackleford.
colors, of pink and green ac- thank those who helped make
a bus for Maimi Florida where the organization's regional
and reaching thigh high. The dancing in the Ballroom of the Advisors are Shirley Peace,
centuated the table decorations. the event a success. Mrs: Eva
conference was held on April 4 and 5. (McChriston Photo)
new Afro hair styles and the Holiday Inn on South Third. Carol Thompson, Linda MarStudents from St Paul Baptist Hill is reporter.
kaleidoscopic f a br ic
were Cherry Miller is prexy of this graves, and Jackie Brodnax,
scene stealers. Beautiful mod- group of fun lovers. On the with yours truly serving as
els included Elmer T. Johnson, Distaff Side . . . Spring time Sponsor.
Dorothy Sharp, she can wear makes a young man's fancy
. . Lenny Lyles,1
a real mean derby; Georgia turn to what it turns to, and Meandering.
for the largest undergraduate , Die Walker, Jeanette Carr,
Bahl-, The members of Sigma Gam- number of Years. She has
Cannon, Jacqueline Peagues, the gals with green thumbs popular player with the
was through the ma Rho Sorority and their served as president of the somore
Colts
attendance at the conference; Amanda Brown, Bernice FowEveyln Barbee, Doris Lacey, turn to gardening . . .
Bluff City last week doing his friends traveled by chartered rority and is presently a memler, president of the local
Linda Cross, Johnnie McGraw, The Park Manor Garden
the
awarding of a trip to the chapter, Erie
Bus to
Miami, ber of the Board of Directors
"thang" for the Brown andl Greyhound
Rose, Eldora
May Pearl Peagues, Sandra club met recently with ltabye
Bottle, which will be held in Amos, Grace Parker, Ethel
Williamson Tobacco Companyd Florida, where the Southeastern of the local chapter. She is both
Mitchell, Helen Moore, Bea- Gadisen, their proxy
and of Louisville.
Regional Conference of the a civic worker and an ardent
Atlanta, Georgia in August, Watkins, Misses Mattie Andertrice Rush, Barbara Carroll, turned their attention to slides Was not too busy to take Soroity was held, April 4
and church worker.
to Ernestine Townsel, presi- son, Barbara Johnson, NorChristine
Malone, Magnolia featuring
a h o rticulturist's time out to visit Georgia 5. The headquarters for the
dent
of Gamma CM; an in- ma Parker. FRIENDS: Jobe
Johnson, Barbara
Jackson, Utopia.
Avenue Elementary School and conference was the beauti- She is chairman of the Board
vitation to Anna Cook, a mem- Walker, Vera Walker, Janice
Fr. Bertrand High School to ful Sheraton Four Ambassador of Directors .of the Prospect
ber of Gamma Chi, to. visit Walker, Kenneth Northcross,
Methodist Day care Center; a
give inspiration to the stu- Hotel.
Washington, D.C. where she will Mesdames Verdel Northcross,
dents. He's following in the
member of the Board of Adserve on a planning commit- Annie Jenkins, Sadie Edwards,
footsteps of his idol Joe Black, One of the highlights of the ministration of the YWCA; ortee for the up-coming Boule. Wilma Haley, Clemmie Pilot,
former baseball great, who is conference, especially for the ganist of the Tabernacle BapThis invitation was given by Lucile Britt, Julia L. Williamvice-president of the Memphis -delegates, was the tist Church where she is a
now
Dr. Lorraine Williams, National son.
Greyhound Corporation who in- election of Regional Director. member. Mrs. Brooks has also
President of Sigma Gamma
spired him when he talked at Mrs. Mary R. Brooks was elect- served as treasurer for the
Rho Sorority. Dr. Williams Those members who could
his high school in Louisville. ed to this office by a majority Southeastern Region of the
is Professor of Sociology at not make the trip but were at
And more New Breed folks vote. Mrs. Brooks is the prin- Sorority.
Howard University in Washing- the place of departure with
best wishes for a good trip
in our midst, Dick Moore and cipal of the Prospect Elementon.
and a successful conference
Sebra Hrivot. This afforded us tary School.
More highlights for the MemOther persons who took the were Mesdames Hilda Massey,
phians were the awarding of
the opportunity to acquire
trip to Miami - MEMBERS of Lytia
McKinney,
Maridelle
another of their smashing She has been a member and an
undergraduate
financial
the SOROITY: Mesdames Bob- Adams, Elizabeth Plazico.
worker of Sigma grant to Gamma Chi Chapter
dashiki dresses, as well as untiring
MRS. M. R. BROOKS
Velma Lois Jones, a bold cold Gamma Rho Sorority for a (Memphis State University)
colorful Afro pants suit. Watch
for a New Breed store opening
downtown • anion ave.
in our city.
southiand all
Spring vacationers have inMaodette
Brownlee,
cluded
who spent part of her time
away from Psychology Doctoral studies at Columbia University, with her mom. Mabel
(Mrs. George) Brownlee. The
other time was spent in Nashfashion saaciatists in sires
ville, and Atlanta recruiting
18 to 60 and 161
/
2to 32/
1
2
black graduate students for
, <.
University,
Columbia. Fisk
Most Women hove hidden beauty. Enharce your
Tennessee State University, AtnatvrAl
lanta University, Spelman Colth
o lovely 10CM Human Hair Fall
lege, Morehouse and Clark
Colleges were included in her
itinerary. While in Atlanta she
guested with Dr. and Mrs. W.
Jackson and family, close
friends of her mother.
Maudette is a graduate of
Hamilton High, Albion College
and is one of our former CoEttes. Her mom's brother
Dr .11. C. Harris of Chicago
also spent time visiting her.
Denise Sims another one of
our former Co-Ettes and daughsalted for balf.uhtes
ter of Bernice and Frank
Sims jetted down to gay old
New Orleans to visit another
former Co-Ette, Carol Ann
Earls at Dillard University.
escalate and nylon banded knit
Carol is the daughter of Ethelyn and Felton Earls and Defashionably styled is two parts
nise is a student at the Uni... plus its own scarf... new
longer jacket with novel buttons and. large pockets .. .
SUSSED
Real
SET FAST
Have a total summer look with
elonicired waist skirt for easy
switchable (removable) plastic paswear .
black stripes on
tel lens to match or compliment
white.
SKIN
any outfit.

Sewing Club

Presents 18th
Fashion Show

Sigma Gammas Attend Regional In Miami

".4

Only

2495

glimmingly

striped suit
22.00

ig1
/2 241
/2

Fashionable
Switehable
Sunglasses
3.50
1

Accessories, Budget Store

n

ORDER BY MAIL OR PHONE 525-86r
TODAY OR ANY TIME
Goldsmith's Budget Store, Memphis, Tenn. 38101
Item
Price
Qty.
Style j Size

Name
Address
• Zip
City
State
Reg.Chg.( )GRC( )Check or M.O.( )
Add 70e postage and handling on order, mita& our regular delivery area
ter for each additional item Also add 41
/
2% state tax on items delivered in
Mfanweeree. and AA in May
(C.A. 1.11-21

ITCHING
SCALING
SKIN

IRRITATED
SKIN
mmnrs -SKIN succEsr OtiflMfltI
Relieves Itching, Scaling and
kritation of Psoriasis
OOKY

440

CUM
NOS= li
AT

100% Human Hair Sp
Shortie
Hand Made Wigs..
Wiglets
Cascade
Afro
Afro Bush W
Afo Wig

r

NAIL ORDERS:edd
postape phi.41
/
2% tailor
Tamped &hairy.

.
... ..

uty nem

ECONOMY SIZE 1% OLS. ONLY on,

GET MEAD-TO-TOE PROTECTION
sot* Me deop.aelloa
ed "SION SOCCSOIE
.
=.N
bathes while it Netts OM
aggravate aersotratioo odors...
yeU SU,' y01.1 ,11 nice te al ONG
Mattel "SKIN SUCCESS" $OOP.

se

•

J STOUT SHOPPE

DOWNTOWN •
64 241. MAIN
• 227-4436
VPOON AVE. •
1442 MON • 274-2063
WINTINAVIN • 10VTNLAND MALL • 3•4-0064
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Shown presenting a plaque to Omar
Robinson is Clarence Cleaves President of the MSU Under graduate
Chapter of Sigma Gamma Rho. The
award was presented to Mr. Robin-

son for outstanding service as advisor to the MSU chapter. Looking
on is. President of the Memphis
Graduate Chapter of Sigma Gamma
Rho is Samuel Peace.

SPINGARN MEDAL RECIPIENTS — Mrs. J. E. Spingarn,
seated, widow of the donor of the Spingarn Medal, is seen
here surrounded by seven distinguished recipients of the
coveted award at a luncheon honoring Sammy Davis, Jr.,
the 53rd medalist in New York City on March 30. From left

are Roy Wilkins, 1964; John H. Johnson, 1966; Dr, Robert
C. Weaver, 1962; Mrs. Mabel Keaton Staupers, 1951; Dr.
Kenneth B. Clark, 1961; Miss Leontyne Price, 1965 and
Mr. Davis, 1968. (Layne Photo)

11)

The First Grade of Norris Elementary
School took bags home to collect service.

able clothing to aid the programs of the
"Good Will Institute."

FVORITE TEACHER — Charles H.
Jackson was chosen as "Favorite Teacher" of the year for Manassas High School.
Shown above presenting the plaque to Mr.
Jackson is Maria Willett, chairman of the

program committee, Mr. Jackson, who is
social studies teacher, and chairman of the
senior class sponsors, and to the right of
Mr. Jackson, Mrs. Oliver W. Perry, first
runner up.

Shortly after speaking to members
o f Father Bertrand's Football
Team, Lenny Lyles Flankerback

for th "Baltimore Colts" talked
With members of the Father Bertrand Teaching Staff and friends.

2
6

After the Elks Annual Oratorical Contest, Lt.
George W. Lee Grand Commissioner of the organization presented Bishop J.O. Patterson pre-

4

The Dixie Teens Association held its "First Annual Scholarship Drive and Coronation" the purpose of which was to help the teenagers of Dixie
Homes Housing Development further their education after completion of High School and to give
necessary aid to those remaining in High School.
The contestants for the functions are Robert Shi-

siding Bishop for "The Church of God In Christ"
with a plaque for outstanding community service.

nault, Julius Rhodes, Willie Wilburn, Edward
Jones Robert Smith, Miss Vicki, Edwards,
Shirley Walker and Donna Scott. The President
of the organization is Mr. Herbert Lewis, Co-ordinator of Activities; Mrs. Georgia L. Walker:
Advisor; Mrs. Emma Scott, Ruby Rhodes, Louise
Olds and Housing Manager Jesse Perino.

9
6
9
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Mallory Knight 'World Tour' Offered

Officials

idea/A

and New York altar
!playing behind Larry Siegfired
MELLOW CELTICS WIN
during the regular season.
I think even some of the Jones, in his last season
at
o Be Honored The Committee On Admini- Hostesses on hand to assurt,
Boston Celtics are willing
to ,35-years old, gave Boston the
stration of the Sarah Brown you a lovely evening will 1),
admit that age is setting in but'timely hot hand with most of
the proud beantowners are the his 29 points. However, late in When the Mallory Knights Branch YWCA is inviting all Mrs. Pauline Allen, Mrs. Sal
last to concede to Father the game when the Celtics 10 Charitable Organization hears of its members and friends to lie Bartholomew, Mrs. Lanetha
Time. The ancient Celts erased point lead was going to pot, it about a family in need, its of- take a world tour at their Branch, Mrs. Mary Brooks,,,
ficers do not inquire about the "Tea Americana", a traditional Mrs. Nettie Brown, Mrs. Mar,
the New York Knickerbockers was an off balance shot
which
tha Donigan, Mrs. Leora Gus.
race, creed, color or religion of members spring affair.
last Friday night, 106-105, to beat the 25 second
clock and
You don't have to envy any- ter, Mrs. Ida Jones, Mrs.
the destitute individuals.
captured their umpteenth East- two clutch free throws
that
one else taking this long trip Lorene Osborne, Mrs. Elizaern Division championship be- held off a late desperate
New That point was illustrated re- to South America, North
and beth Poole, and Mrs. Callie
fore over 14,000 in the Boston York drive to push
cently
when
the organization
the playoff
Stevens.
America
1Central
—
just
come
Garden
series to seven games. Hav- heard about a family in need at
along with the others. The date Miss Barbara Neal, branch
the others straight—a few ingredients
970
Eldridge
ave.
licek
delivered
the wrong foot
The veteran Bostonians were
director, announces also that
When they arrived they is Tuesday, April 29, 8 p.m.
led by some spectacular shoot- basket while Bryant calmly
at the Sarah Brown Branch the Membership Drive workers
can only sweeten the victory.
ing :from the deadly aims of dropped in the pair of charity found out that the family, Mr. YWCA,
1044 Mississippi Blvd. will be featured at the affair
and
Mrs.
Robert
tosses
McFerson,
after
intentional fouls
Sam Jones and John Havlicek.
Entertainment will be pro- therefore if your membership
Bill Russell lost a personal duel by the Knicks. Jones' free shot and their two children, a physi- vided by some well-known dues has expired Mrs.
Geneva
with the Knicks' Willis Reed; with one second showing allow- cally handicapped son of 24, men artists
Williams and her group will be
community.
the
in
and
a
14-year
-old
were
in dire
however, the Boston defensive ed a Reed stuffing at the buzzMusical selections will be a available in order that memgiant pulled off 21 rebounds and er to go uncontested. Reed, red need.
unique feature.
bers will help to continue the
Mr.
Invited.
McFerson, 76, had just
managed to pour in 14 points.
General chairman of the present Adult program, special
The ailing New Yorkers, hot from the f 1 o o r, led all returned from the hospital and Happening is Miss Harry M. teen programs on Thursday
has no income, and his wife, Simon. Hostess chairman
particularly Walt Frazier's pull scorers with 32.
is and Friday evenings and Sat39, is unable to leave him and Mrs. Bernice A. E. Callaway urday mornings,
groin muscle, were hurting the
and provide
AWAIT THE LAKERS
find employment. So they are and Miss Cornelia
most in their backcourt Save
Sanders is an exciting summer program
trying
to
subsist
off
$184 a chairman of the Committee On for our youth during the Idle
a fine shooting exhibition by The Celtics can rest their
Frazier, which cut the Celtics tired muscles a few days while
Administration.
months.
halftime lead to 57-52, the awaiting the winner of the West Harry L. Strong, director of
the
Mallory
Knights
Charitable
great sophomore simply couldn't ern Division title. Wilt Chamkeep up with the swift Celtics. berlain and his Los Angeles Organization, said the organiFrazier was still able to score Lakers are expected to emerge sation will call upon the of17 tallie s. Where a perfor- victorious over t h e Atlanta ficials at the Department of
mance like this would be ex- Hawks and battle defending Public Welfare and demand
cellent for most NBA perfor- champion Boston for the NBA that Federal Food Stamps be
mers it is not the case with crown with the best of seven made available to the needy
the superb Frazier who series getting underway this family, along with others,
generally handles the ball 75 week. Led by the 275 pound black and white, who are
per cent of the time as the Chamberlain, Jerry West and suffering for lack of God.
He said that he will ask that
Knicks playmaker.
Elgin Baylor the Lakers will
certain families with very litprobably
be
made
betting
While Red Holtzman was!
The mammoth fund-raising
tle income be given as $70 and
getting a sub par evening from favorites in a showdown with $80 food stamps for cash money
efforts of Porter Junior High
his usuable reliable guards the Celtics. Bost on finished of three or five dollars.
School will be climaxed on
Boston was being sparked by fourth in the East and has
Sunday, May 4, with a music
mfwmmm
mm-6
m
the versatile Havlicek and little fought all the way to the finals. "The Mallory Knights
and fashion show on the theme.
ChariEmmett Bryant who the Knicks The Celtics showed they can table Organization will use any
"Moving Into a Psychedelic,
made expendable in last years' still reach back and give that means necessary to accomplish
Spring." The program start,
draft f,or the new expansion little extra effort and don't for- this worthy objective for poor
at 4 p.m.
clubs. As Bryant put it maybe get winning championships is a citizens, black and white, and
A special feature of the te;,
It is the Boston tradition that way of life with the Celts.
and program will be the tin
we call upon all citizens of
makes a player get fired up
veiling of a portrait of tilt
Memphis to help us in our preswhen he dons a Celtic uniform. HAWKS MEET ALCINDOR ent struggle to alleviate the suflate Abner B. Owen, Jr., wiF
It was Boston general mana- The Atlanta Hawks return to fering of the poor," Mr. Strong AT CHANUTE AFB, Ill., for up until his death had beet,
ger Red Auerbach, who turned the Mid-South Coliseum next.said.
training as a survival equip- principal of the school ft:
over the coaching reins to Rus- year after a two year absence Persons who want to help ment specialist is Airman Wen- eight years.
sell after building up the Celtic with an exhibition game carded may send large or small con- dell L. Donelson, grandson of Mrs. G. Washington and A.I
dynasty, who lured Bryant to against the Milwaukee Bucks tributions to: Mallory Knights Mrs. Florence Donelson of
791 Bridges are coordinator of the
Boston after the former De- on Saturday night October 11. Charitable Organization, 280 Cherokee. He completed basic program, and they are seekPaul star had planned to call It will be the first appearance Hernando
Street,
Memphis, training recently at Lackland ing the cooperation of all parit quits with the Phoenix Suns. of Lew Alcindor who once play- Tenn., 38126.
AFB, Tex. The airman is a ents and friends of the school.
Bryant has been masterfully in ed for recreation now the game The Rev, D. E. Herring is graduate of South Side High The program will seek to prothe playoffs against both India- has made him a millionaire.
vide funds for activities of the
president of the organization. School.
school. A prize will be presented to the home room raisin):
the highest sum in the pre
gram.
Daniel Ward, the principal,'
and members of the faculty MINN NM NONIMO 011 MN 1N Fiff ISM I MI61
are inviting the pbulic to support the affair.

At YMCA On Tues.

T

Old Fashioned idea
Try your Old Fashioned with Oki Forester:
When a Bourbon has flavor that beats

Porter Plans

A Mammoth
Fashion-Tea

OPEN 24
IfOURS'il DAY

4.?9'eect

IMUIN NINNIM*1/ UNNIUMMEN NMI

closed Sunday
Peas

LIBBY'S 6 Total Limit
1215 oz•

SEASONED

W/BUTTER &
LIBBY'S

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES

r1119
0

unsw••t•n•d

GRAPEFRUIT

SOUTH--I232 E. SHELBY DRIVE (WHITEHAVEN

31imit
1601. can 25*

Juice

EAST-5014 POPLAR IAT MENDENHALL)
MIDTOWN--1620 MADISON

ROSEDALE

Pear -Halves
350
3Limit

29oz. con

V IVA

FRED MONTESI

own eGIS AVIWIF II I0 RIM IS MOP IMF

350

OT. 21Imit
8 L,m,r

SACRAMENTO

8oz•

BIG TOP

apkins
250
150 et. pkg.

NIBLETS whol• k•rnal y•Ilew

Tomato.
Sauce 4for 25* Corn

„um
25

12.s.

WESSON 21.1mIt

VALVITA Slic•d

18 oz.

-PIONEER

int
Pan ca"..
2 Lb. con

GREEN GIANT

Sweet

Peas

29oz. con

230

CENTER CUT FOR FRYING

Vegg01
0
0
y•iiow qtrs. Lb.
FRED MONIES!

2 for 330

Ham
Slices

lb. Bag

lb. 870

4130

BALLAD OR PILLSBURY roe% so iitz%i light
loz.

Biscuits6470
FRED MONIES'
GRADE "A" LARGE

Eggs.
4 2. 490
TWIN PET

6LIMIT

15oz.

35*
15 az. Box

FRED MONTESI
Plain or Idoized

Salt
2 19*

B
Stew
eef

Ma BROWN

Pork
Chops
FIRST CUT

430

center loin or Rib

95

APPLE

Jelly

24oz. 530
i

18*..

29airy,

LOG CABIN

FRED

24... 45*

MONTESI

With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase
40:dueling velu• of coupon merchandis•(hesh
milli products and tobacco also excluded in
complianc• with state law). Coupon •xpirtts
noon, 1044.,
April 30th. Anti-Fru,: purchase net included in coupon redemption.
ONE COUPON PER FAMILY PER WEEK

King Cotton . reg 594 lb. pkg. 4/
Fred Mantes' reg. 56i II/ pkg.14
Fisher Beef Bacon reg. ;54 lb. 204
Fred Montesi Country Style

Syrup

Sliced Bacon — King Cotton, rag., 59‘
lb. pk9,,, 40 • Fred Montesl, resp, 56
lb. pk9., 10• Fiskrsr Beef Boom+, te9..
750 lb.. pk9.. 200

SLICED BA ON
klORREL

Sausage
470

Chitterlings
2.35

10 LB. PAIL
U.S.D.A. Heavy Natl, aged, shoulder clod or
boneless cntr, cutchuck

Govt. Inspct. Grade "A"

Fryers
4 legged lb. 35 .

QUARi

umr4

ARMOUR

Country K itch•rs

Dog Food 60

1 lb. bag

QUA ,

26 oz.

P.., or 5e11 R 1 ,ng

Flotir 5

BUSCH ...from Asikeeser-Ofewie.las.

Raisins 29*

17 au 250
FRED MONTESI

SUN MAID

"And I'm telling it like it is. People today are moving
on up—reaching out for the best. And the best is Busch.
Premium brewed with costly barley, virgin hops. The
only popular-priced beer in America with in-brewed carbonation (our own special way of putting fine bubbles
in beer). The best popular-priced beer in America? That's
Busch, baby. And we can prove it."
Look for the special Rosko display wherever you buy beer.

1_

gee Peaches

taex. btl•

011

Peanut
Butter
49.

that's Busch, baby

cut up lb. 320

Logs. Me.

compounding
the
moisture,
comfort. Leather's natural insulating qualities, provided by
its fibrous net work of air
pockets, help keep feet cool in
summer, warm in winter. In
addition, there's a "made-onthe-foot" feeling that leather's
supple moldability gives each
shoe its shape. Brought to their
full potential by U. S. tanners,
the leathers are turned over
to American shoe manufacturers to create the finest footwear to be found.

1340

AVERY DAVIS

"New" Twomiessieemeslyteeeeee e mimeo,11011tED 5'

Oat CO* CeSittlCrOtTe fittoRFtt*? itt

for home

Old Crow

voilisKsY

,
'qtricirr .00,11°.

,‘.• )
1

ti

°La CROW

for travel

for people
going places

The place is
anywhere! Old Crow makes
it a little more special.

1.71.%
1

SUPER SOUL "DJ's"

WITH MEMPHIS'

Hear More Super Soul Music

. WILDCHILD NIGHTandDAY JOE B. YOUNG
BOSS "UGLY" BOB

gr
AELLOW JACK

HOUSTON — Joe Frazier figured he had better "wake up"
against Dave Zyglewicz about a
minute into their championship
fight Tuesday. So he woke up,
and, in the process, put Zyglewicz to sleep.
Frazier, unmarked and
breathing slightly harder than
normal after disposing of the
challenger in 1:36 of the first
round, admitted to being a little
stunned by a few of Zyglewicz'
blows during the abbreviated
fight.
"He hit me a few body shots,
and he hit me hard with a right
on the top of the head," Frazier
said. "I thought I had' better
wake up and start to work."
Nobody in Frazier's dressing
room seemed particularly surprised the fight lasted only a
little longer than a television
commercial.
"We knew he came to fight,"
said Frazier. "He crowded in
so close I could not throw any
combinations." That left Frazier
with little to do except to throw
well-aimed and meaninful
punches.
Frazier said since both he and
Zyglewicz were willing to slug
it out toe-to-toe, the fight could
not have lasted more than a
few rounds.
Zyglewicz was literally out on
his feet until he arrived in his
dressing room.
"I remember him starting the
count, but I don't remember
anything else," Zyglewicz said.
"Frazier is the best fighter I
ever saw. I feel lousy. I would
like to have another shot at him
but I never will now."
Frazier agreed with Zyglewicz' estimation of his ability.
"There is nobody I can't beat.
I can beat anybody out there,"
Frazier said.
Yancey Durham, Frazier's
manager who is expected to sign
his fighter Wednesday to take
on Jerry Quarry two months
from now, said Zyglewicz was a
worthy opponent.
"You didn't have to have the
fight go 15 rounds to see that
that boy came to fight," Durham said "The crowd got to
see that in a hurry. He had
heart."
Frazier said Zyglewicz' headdown, close-in style of fighting
gave him his biggest concern
of the fight.
"Ziggy butted me," Frazier
said. "But it was not intentional. That is apt to happen the
way he fights."
Frazier said that after the
first quick knockdown in the
opening 15 seconds, "I quit trying to go headhunting and started to work on his body. I saw
his body start to quiver a little,
and I thought another hook
would put him down."
It did!

Frazier KO's
Zyglewicz In
First Round

waxy or brushed leather. It An almost weightless wonder straps or tunneled straps gores.
may have a boot-like cut, a is the new leather brogu e. A special "country club" kind
wide monk-strap, substantial Richly masculine in styling of shoe is the white grained
extended leather sole, promi- with a full array of perfora- smooth or suede leather slipnent stitching, or hardware. tions, pinking, wing-tips and on perhaps elegantly outlined
The latter shows up as furni- substantial leather soles, the in dark patent leather.
ture studs, brass rivets or but- latest brogues have been conThe outer spaces in which
tons, chain, bits and any num- siderably whittled down in you'll see leather sandals for
weight so that their hefty men include city streets as
ber of other metal items.
looks
do not mean heavy step- well as beach, country and su•
•
*
ping.
burbs. In city types new sanAlthough these rugged styles For the oxford man the dals have a covered-up look
will be seen during office Spring '69 collections present with wider bands and closed
hours, the citified slip-on holds classic types in handsome toes. More open sandals use
primary spot for business leathers. Toelines show off cross-straps and ring and heawear. Many still have the high- neat wing-tips sometimes a vy stitched trim as points of
rising front, often cut across moc toe. Sportier than the con- fashion. Sandal leathers are in
with a slim strap or edged ventional dress oxfords are rugged waxy and hand-stained
with turtleneck goring. Others suede leather perfed oxfords finishes.
may be lightly perfed, or dis- and popular saddle oxfords in
For more formal accessorizcreetly trimmed with gold both light-with-dark and dark- ing new leather shoes offer
plates or rings. Leathers here with-dark combinations.
f o o (-flattering elegance, d i simportance tinctive smooth fine grained
are principally the smooth, Gaining
more
fine-grained and antiqued fin- each season are shoes in the and genuine patent leather
ishes. Leather soles as well casual and dress-casual divi- slip-ons bat-oxfords and — ocwill assure all-around support sions. Moccasins are always in cassionally — dress boots will
and comfort.
good standing with this be seen in trim unadorned silspring's group available in houettes. In these and all shoes
antiqued embossed new glaz- feet are assured of dry coin
ed and other leathers. Major fort with "breathing" leather
moccasin styles include t h e linings as well as leather uphand-sewn moc and moc-boot, pers.
the welted brogue moc t h e
The spring's leather colors
tassel tie and the beefrool moc- will satisfy the masculine palcasin. Many mocs are well- ette with lighter, brighter
hardwared with brass plates, shades. There will be more
studs rivets chain and other white in casual and dress-castrim.
ual footwear alone and with
It will be a soft life in soft- other colors. Business and
leathered casual tie-shoes and dress shoes will spotlight the
slip-ons crafted in waxy glove brown and tan range in clean
and brushed textures. The ties and clear shadings strongest in
are kept simple with just con- whiskey and reddish tones.
trasting colored trim or brass
Also in the picture: khaki
eyelets as decoration. Slip-ons brass real brown-brown black.
in white light and bright colors Brushed leathers show such
harbor a host of styling ideas: colors as hops (pale beige)
port-hole perforations stitching shirt blue rust doubloon olive
all kinds of hardware monk- and copper.

iMEMPHIS" SUPER SOUL
STATION

With men in the know, to p
shoe is still the smart leather
slip-on, says Leather Industries
of America. Some have a definite air of the country side.
As a shoe material, leather Others sport a sleeker I o o k,
ranks highest for reasons the showing high-polished leathers
foot knows best. Through its and more restrained trim:
porous skin, there is free ,3asAs a country squire, the slipsage of fresh air. At the same on you slip into will most likely
time, the pores absorb any foot be in a Jeep-grained, antiqued.

Rated A-OK are new leather
shoes for business, dress, casual and leisure time. You can
man's
this
through
walk
world in a wide variety of
styles, crafted from an even
wider variety of American
leathers. Choose from a stellar array of textures featuring
grained, smooth antiqued, cordovan, waxy and brushed
leathers — plus glove, split
cowhide, embossed suede and
many other leathers including
new glazed "wet look" leathers.

Masculine feet will go into
leather orbit this spring wearing the latest footwear for today's space-age man.

Put Your Feet Into 0rbit With New Spring Foot Wear

ATTENTION MEN:

SOUL
SET

team were: Bill Hewitt of Los
Angeles and Art Harris of Seattle each of whom polled 9 votes
and Gary Gregor ot Phoenix
who received 6 votes.
The other rookies who received more than one vote
from the Coaches were: Greg
Smith, Milwaukee (5); Ron
Williams, San Francisco (5);
Rick Adelman and Stu Lantz,
San Diego, with 3 votes each.
During the 1968-69 season 39
rookies played for the 14 teams
in the NBA.
Frazier, 24, a second-year
guard from Southern Illinois
University, received 25 voting
points — three less than maximum — two points being
awarded for a first team selection and one for a second
team choice. Bill Russell of

Boston was second with 20 assists', scoring (17 5) and
points
generally
c r e ating
uproar
Another New York player, whereever he ran.
Dave DeBusschere (17 points). "I take a lot of pride in dejoins San Francisco center fense," Frazier says, "I work
Nate Thurmond (15) and Chi- at it. I always watch the ball.
cago guard Jerry Sloan (14) on There's a lot of anticipation inthe first team.
volved. Most of the time when
The second team is com- I make a steal, I'm usually out
prised of Los Angeles' Rudy of position."
La Russo and Jerry West, AtIt is an odd note, but Frazlanta's Bill Bridges and Boston's Tom Sanders and John ier's biggest break in basketball probably evolved from a
Havlicek.
Easily the youngest mem- misadventure with so m e
ber of the team, Frazier's re- school books back at Southern
action to his selection was nat- Illinois in 1965.
ural. He was awed. "Imagine
"I messed up and got mythat," he said. "Putting me self ineligible because of bad
ahead of Russell."
grades,- he recalls. "So I
Frazier was the scourge of spent the whole year practicthe NBA this year — stealing ing against the team . . .on
passes, making passes (635 defense. Every day I'd go to

; -C

SEE STORY ON BACK PAGE OF SOUL SET

IT'S ROCK-A-BYE Davey Zyglewicz as Joe Frazier renders a well aimed left-hook
to the challenger, which for all intents and purposes, was a sleeping potion for
'fyglewiez. The fight ended In 1 minute and 36 seconds of the opening bell. (UPI
Telephoto)

NEW YORK, N.Y. — We s
Unseld, Baltimore's first year
wonder, already voted NBA
Most Valuable Player and
Rookie Of The Year. is the
only first year player to receive the maximum number
of votes, 14, in the annual National Association Coaches poll
for the Association's All-Rookie Team.
For the first time, NBA
coaches also selected an official All-Defensive NBA team.
In the poll New York's Walt
Frazier emerged as the league's top defensive player.
Elvin Hayes of the San Diego
Rockets, leading scorer during
the season, was runner-up to
Unseld in the voting with 13
votes.
The others named to the

"It's -team defense," Frazier
explained. "Everybody helps
out everybody else. It's what
the Celtics have been doing
for years."

Spurred by Frazier and DeBusschere, New York was generally considered the best defensive team in the NBA this
year.

It also has worked out well
for the Knicks.

"The coach (Jack Hartman'
really stressed defense so I
decided that if I was going to
do it, then I might as well
take pride in it. It's worked
out pretty well for me."

the gym and know I wasn't
going to do anything except
guard people."

Bullets'Unseld Voted Top NBA Rookie,
Walt Frazier No. 1 Defensive Choice

TRI ST 1TE DEFENDER
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President's Committee Honors Stevie

4

Tender Loving Core

Cs

i

serves to elevate respect for says: "It is most difficult to
the potential of blind people
out Stevie's achievesingle
wherever he goes and he traymeats
since he joined Motown,
els all over the world.
but without the aid of research,
Former
Vice
P resident I will mention a few that are
Hubert H. Humprhey, head of indelibly etched in my memothe President's Council on rylie
.
became a major reYouth Opportunity wrote Stev- cording artist at the age of 12
ie August 29, 196 : -I want with his first million-seller,
to express my appreaciation "Fingertips:" he is among the
Stevie Wonder, blind since City. Hatcher said: "The citi- ing:
birth, and a Motown singing zens of Gary join me in wish- "Adolescence, rapid growth to you for contributing so much first to volunteer his services
star since the age of 12, has ing the best to Stevie, and we and their accompanying phyyi. time and effort to our sum- to the furtherance of human
been chosen to receive the send our heartfelt thanks and cal and emotional stresses mer concert series. My staff justice and brotherhood. His
has told me how much the articulate discussion of curPresident's Committee on Em- love for the time and talent he State Defender
Handi- shared with us here last Sep- have not made this dual task Young people and adults en- rent social changes on nationT he
ployment 0 f
. ed your program. I only al television and during regioncapped's Highest honor, The tember 28. He is our inspira- easy. In my honest opinion, joy
Distinguished Service Award." tion.•'
Stevie's versatility and rapid wish I could .have been Pre- al personal appearances, are
Stevie will accept the award Robert H. Thompson, super- rise in the music and enter- sent to hear it."
timely and tasteful. He is a
Gordy, himself, has been leading advocate of better eduon Thursday, May 1, at the In- intendent of the Michigan tainment world, is a feat rareternational Banquet of the School for the Blind from ly accomplished by youth with- equally effusive in praise of cation and the 'Stay in school
President's Committee Annual which Stevie will be graduat- out handicaps. His example Stevie. The Motown President philosophy.'
Meeting in Washington, D. C. ed in June, is equally unstintIIIIIII
.......
11111BMIIMM1111•111111111111/1•11 NS NM Wm Mil MMMMMMMMMM MIS
Among the first to congratu- ing in praise of Stevie.
late Stevie was Michigan Gov- Thompson writes in part:
enor William G Milliken, who "He came to the Michigan
wrote the Motown Star, "We School for the Blind five years
in Michigan are proud of ago and it has been my pleayou. May I join the many who sure to observe his personal
are extremely pleased that and professional growth duryou are being recognized so ap- ing this time. Life has not alpropriately on this occasion. ways been easy for Stevie and
You have a fine talent and an his family. However, he has a
ability which directly reaches rare combination of natural
countless numbers of young talent, natural ability, personpeople in America today."
al warmth, broad dimensions
The President's Committee of drive, loyalty to his people
Chairman
H a r o Id
Russell and their cause; full acceptsaid to Stevie in a letter:
ance of blindness; loyalty to
"You have surmounted your betterment of opportunity for
disability to live a life of a those who are blind; and bycontributor to your commun- alty to and identification with
AT the State of Michigan and this school.
the United States. You have All of these qualities and
served as an inspiration to all characteristics have fused to
handicapped citizens — par- help Stevie achieve a highly
ticularlY the younger ones. successful reputation and CaYou
have
d e m onstrated reer as an entertainer and rewhat we mean when we say cording artist in a highly corn'it's ability — not disability — petitive field on a national and
that counts,' and, thereby, international basis. Through
you are encouraging the handi- all of his success pattern, he
capped to make the most of has held steadfast to the idea
their skills and abilities so that that completing high school . . .
they will become contributors is wise for him, and he has
to community life as well."
faithfully pursued his educaMuch has been written about non while maintaining his musthe life of 19-year-old Stevie ic career." Thompson said addWonder, the music genius, entertainer extraordinaire, and
how he was born Stephen Jud- ATLANTA — (NP!) — tierkin., the (bird of six children, gers with black conferences
to Impoverished black parents should be handled with "the
in Saginaw, Mich.
same tender, loving care," as
'
It has been rehashed ad in- were those with former EvanI
finitum how Ronnie White of gelical United Brethern, deSmokey Robinson and the MI- dared a resolution adopted
Methodists for
B I ack
racles brought Stevie to the at- by
tention of Motown President Church Renewal, at a recent
meeting. While BMCR express
Berry Gordy Jr.
It was this chance meeting, ed "total commitment" to the
seven years ago, at which Gor mergers, it warned that it
dy became so impressed with does not "support mergers in
the genius and character of a which white racism is accom
black
people
young, sightless boy that he modated and
charted a course to guide Stev- are negated."
ie from "rags to riches" in the
tough, demanding, and often
frustrating
ente rtainm e n t
world.
What is not so well known is
Stevie's quiet but dedicated
work to inspire others who are
handicapped, urge them not to
give up, to stay in school to
use their natural talents, to
strive ever upward.
Last year, at almost unheralded ceremonies in Lansing,
Mich., Stevie was presented
the State of Michigan's Employ the Handicapped Committee Award. And now, the slim
figured, six-foot-two, personable young singer, who does
Sot know what colors are has
no hangups concerning races,
14o.1 - 3471 Poplar at Highland
has been selected for the naNo.12 - 3152 Johnson
tion's highest honor in this
No.2 1471 Florida•at Parkway
No.14 - 4701 Highway 51 So
area.
No.4 549 South Parkway East
He has been praised by late
No.15 - 2481 Dwight Rood
-"NZ'
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,
No, -661 Chelsea
NO. 16-315 W. Mochell Rd.
who warmly thanked Stevie
:
4 11 -1 11i a
[
for performing at an SCLC
No,? - 452 East Shol;ty Drive
No. 17 w• 4571 Win*
rally in Chicago In 1986.
No,8 -.4280 Macon Rood
Gary, Indiana's Mayor RichNo.26 5201 Highway 61 if'
ard Gordon Hatcher was efN STAMP
No.9 - 2219 Florida
No.27 - 1693 Lauderdale
•.PANY,;PJC
fusive in praising the young
Nos0 - 1478 Notional
entertainer after Stevie headNo.48 - 2458 Chelsea AyenuP
STAMPS
ed an aggregation of Motown
No. - 1506 East 13roadway
fWeettiemphisi
performers entertaining during
'
JAMES FRAZIER

Denmark's Danish State Symphony, the Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic and the BBC
Northern Symphony in Britain,
and Rome's Radio Philharmonk.
Frazier teaches is the Inkster Public Schools and is director of music at Second Baptist Church.
He is a native Detroiter and
a graduate of the University of
Michigan. He also has attended Wayne State University and
the Detroit Consen atory of
Music.

PH. 774-4250 1918 S. Lauderdale

DANK AMERICARD
AND MASTER CHARGE -HONORED

Fast Dependable Service,
FREE delivery on all Prescriptions

Rosewood Pharmacy
Owned and Operated
By William J. Johnson
(just call him Bill)

Now Open Under,
New Management

UTCY4eleVaCt
PHARMAQr

• Grabber by Dobbs is the straw bat that's squash.
able, durable, flexible in any kind of warm weather. A
great apart, yea'll Bad its Remaly backed emnatructiem
the be inveigles since the straw hat, itself. In all the
bright new edges et the seams.

times in the Past year. including a performance of Beethoven's Choral Symphony, featuring the Fisk University
Choir.
Frazier is appearing agaln
this year with the Detroit Symphony as conductor and piano
soloist in its series of Detroit
features an English version
of
Public
school concerts.
the mass.
He conducted the Nashville
In 1964, at age 24, Frazier Symphony in the Fisk Univerwas the first Negro to conduct sity production of Puccini's
a full concert of the Detroit "Gianni Schichi" and Menotti's
Symphony. That year he won "The Telephone- on April 19.
a special award as the young- Ffazier has appeared with
est performer in Britain's International Liverpool Conducttor's Competition.
He later was acclaimed as
a major talent by Eugene Ormandy, eminent conductor of
the Philadelphia Orchestra.
Last summer Frazier received a fellowship to study with
Boston Symphony conductor
Erich Leinsdorf and composer
Gunther Schuller at Tanglewood.
Frazier has conducted the
Detroit Symphony nearly 20

The Detroit Symphony To Premiere
Frazier:5 Requiem To Dr. King
The Detroit Symphony will
premiere the first requiem
mass honor ing the life and
thoughts of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., on Friday, May 9,
in Ford Auditorium.
James Frazier, the 28-year old composer of the King Requiem, will conduct the concert which will also include
Saint-Saen's Organ Symphons.
The King Requiem is scored
for three choirs, a narrator,
baritone and soprano soloist,
organ, and brass band. It was
commissioned by Detroit's Second Baptist Church.
The King Requiem follows
the basic format of the Roman
Catholic Mass. However. Frasier uses King's words where
appropriate. The requiem

k*
Bring your weekend host
Seagram's V.0.—the Smooth Canadian.
SELEC1E , WHISKIES SIX YEARS HIP. $68 PROOF

WDIA Music Director
3 P.M.

Robert "Honey boy" Thomas

412 Noon

Soul Power 1010 Soul Power

DEFENDER
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Slashed,'Pikes
Plus Top VALUE Stamps!
Join The Kroger Price righters!

A

TOP VALUE REDEMPTION STORES ARE LOCATED AT:

1520 UNION AVE.
WHITEHAVEN PLAZA

EASTGATE
FRAZIER

OPEN 10 AM. Ill 5 PM. TUE. THRU SAT. CLOSED MON.
JUNIOR MISS CONTESTANTS. — One of these lovely
young ladies will be crowned Junior Miss of 1969 on
Thursday, April 24 at the YWCA at 7 p.m. The lucky
miss will be presented by Delta Sigma Theta during their
annual Breakfast for Milady on Saturday, April 26 at the
Chisca Plaza Motel. Seated (1-r): L0 Velma Robinson;

MEN'S WEAR

Designing Men Show
The Wares For Fall

Pamela Gatewood; Linda Herring; Linda Childress; Sharineen Caldwell. and Rosemary Barringer. Standing: Suemaeia Jenkins, Callie Crossley, Ethel Jones, and Gwendolyn Malone. Other contestants not shown are: Jacqueline
Daniel, Ruby Hardin, and Diane Loyde. (Gene Robinson
Photo)
a maxi length rain coat, s
long walking suit in blue Harris
Tweed and a knitted evening
suit.
Cerruti: Cerruti has made a
name for himself with knitwear and he used it in all
forms. Most outstanding and
probably the most impractical
was a three piece outfit with
the boots, cap and lapels of a
long slim buttonless coat trimmed in tan woolly lamb. His
most wildly applauded number
was a non-fashion item: just a
gray turtleneck sweater that
hung to the ankles.

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO:
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU AU
EABABRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"
Been wondering where the shoes decorated with brass cirwatch pockets went to in men's cles and a figured cloth strap;
CALL
trousers? Or why they took out a brown cavalry twill walking
the pleats! Cheer up. Franklin suit worn with a green cashBober, the 25-year-old designer, mere turtleneck sweater and a
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
has brought them back in some black lace evening shirt.
Fall designs for the 20 to 40
Golding: London's young Peage group.
Bober was one of a dozen or ter Golding apparently dis/ /
/
/
/
/
/
/ //
//
/
/
/
///////4
,
///
/
more designers of varying fame likes sleeves and many of his
offerings
were
sleeveless
in
who have shown their Fall designs in New York this Spring. what he calls waistcoat styles
*Mar
The showings by such lum- worn without a tie. He also had
- Grob This Opportunity to
intries as Bill Blass, John
Weitz, Oleg Cassini, Hardy
Antics, and Alexander Shields
added up to one thing; Gentlemen Mark Bohan, Angelo Vitucci, Antonio Cerruti, Peter
Golding will look like gentlemen this fall when they are not
Peet/.o
.‹.<
every
looking like cowboys, gang147.1^
sters, Arab potentates or what
EA R'r,1 $1 to $5
we will have to call sissies.
Homemakers
LaRita
The
• • •
every week
Social Club will hold its annual
in spare tins*
Bober is chief designer for Tea and Fashionette at 5 p.m.
and Win Free Prizes—.
Clinton Swan, an old estab- on May 4 at the Klondyke
• eb bobbies
lished firm which sells moder- Civic Club Building at 943 Voleepenente goined
ately priced clothing to many letine ave.
be et life4ens benefit.
young men. His recent showIf Yoe Area Coy 12 or Order Um Thin CeoPon New
ing was the Franklin Bober Prizes will be given away at
Collection designed, he said, every hour during the time the •sr.
'Print Nome ono'Atkiress Below
Tri-State Defender
"to give a sophisticated fashion affair is ehld from 5 to 7 p.m.,
124 East Calhoun, Memphis, Tenn.
look to the young man at pric- and the public is invited.
my first bundle of papers,
es he can digest."
Hats
from
Katies's
Millinery
Name
minor
such
addition
to
Clip
Out This
In
details as watch pockets and will be shown, and fashions
Are You a Ike
Age
Dete Sore ..
Coupon
dress
shop
pleats, Bober showed a look from a well-known
In Care of
reminiscent of the 19.3t-si with modeled.
Sireet and No.
R. F. 0
broad roped shoulders extreme- Officers and members of the
Mail Today
are
Mrs.
Cleo
Draper,
club
shape.
lots
of
Post
..
and
Office
,,
State
lapse
wide
ly
In an Envelope
A standout was a four button president; Mrs. Ann Falls,
be Code NA
double breasted suit, with only vice president; Mrs. Catherine
1
,,m1
Mrs.
I
Ltsl 1.1•rne
one button to button, wide (20 Armstrong, secretary;
Plately Heel
inches) but not flared trous- Vera Moton, assistant secre- I.
1
2 tary.
ers with big cuffs up to 2/
inches. In vested suits the vest
had suit fabric all around.
Here is a rundown on some of
the other designers:
• • •

Eioy s

LaRita Social
Club Prepares
For May4Tea

Amies: Basically it was a sophisticated city look with longer
than usual jackets, flare and
slimness. Topcoats showed dash
sisee some were in a wide
swinging cape effect. There
were a few Edwardian type
jackets but the main group of
business suits were simply good
looking business suits.
Blass: Blass dropped a lot of
the gimmickry he had diplayed
In earlier, shows and exhibited
business suits with a lot of the
flare you saw previously in
English or French clothes. He
livened things up with his extremely long trench coat, belted and worn with a widebrimmed fedora, gangster style.
Cassini has said
Cassini:
often he makes clothes for gentlemen and his business suit
were just that. He was also on
a western kick since he believes
the cowboy is one of the best
dressed men in the world with
his clothes that have function
and flair — boots, belts, big
hats, bandanas (brighter ones
for Sunday).
Weitz: Weitz' business suits
maintained the cut he developed and made famous—no padding whatever in the shoulders
and slanted pockets you can
put your hands in. He showed
en all-white suit fo rwinter,
ts be worn with a fur coat,.
He labeled his show "The Big
Stab Collection" and his outer
wear was based on the fact
men are getting bigger.
• • •
Angelo: Angelo, an ex-Brioni
man who opened his own shop
lb Rome and became immensely successful, was one of a
number of foreign designers at
a fashion clinic sponsored by
EXquire Magazine. Some of
his offering were a belted tunic
suit in cavalry twill worn with
britiwn patent leather alipon

O.Z. EVERS

L.flUll.t I tNUtKAY

lb 99c
lb 79c
lb 39c

"Family Pak" of 4 to 5 Steaks

Rib Steak

P111. FA 7603410 KROGER'S LEAN

-

EARN Your Own
,SPENOING MONEY

Benchmark Bourbon has great heart.
Because it's made by men with great hands.
Great hands and brains and that ancient
American tradition of caring a lot for your
craft. Skill plus desire, after all, is what's
always made one piece of work better than
another. So, if you suspect things aren't
made like they used to be anymore,taste
Benchmark. It'll renew your faith.

Pork Chops
FRESH, PICNIC-STYLE
a

•

••

ilISCO
OIL
KROGER

Cake Mixes
DEL MONTE

Catsup

49t

with °UV coupon offer in this ad

All Flavors
4 1 -lb.
3 oz. pkgs.

DEL MONTE CUT

Green Beans
MEL-0-SOFT

$1
29c Tissue
$1 Peaches
NORTHERN

Corn Flakes

12-oz. pkg.

CHICKEN of the SEA

halves only
3 1-lb. 13oz. cans.

3 6"2 oz. cans

003e;

Dontmissthis Offer!
;00)

I II
11
CRISCO OIL, 48 oz. 494t or
KROGER OIL, 48 oz. 39
6
me10
addition..
with this coupon and 55.00
al purchase, excluding tobacco and
fresh or frozen milk products.

Ors

•

$1.09
43c
$1
erte.

White or Colors
Pkg. of 4 rolls

DEL MONTE

Chunk Tuna

4 1-lb. cans

5 1 -lb.
4 oz. loaves

Bread

4 14-oz. bottles

KELLOGG'S

2
6

Good thru Tues., April 29

Limit One.

16
3
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Benchmark—Seagram's Premium Bourbon.
Measure your Bourbon against it.

FEATURED "PIECE-A-WEEK"
THROUGH APRIL to

CUP
ONLY39C
WITH A $3.00
PURCHASE

MA11
0‘1
/
4
'OH

Rut RW

,.SWEET
01.DEN
TENDER

yellow
Corn D.

79

c‘s

erer

BONUS COUPON

Ex pires
FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS 4/2
2/69

11 50
25
50
tq 50
50
100
50
50
50
50
50
50
isl
e1
25
25
25
25
50
L
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uith 2 pkgs. Country Oven
Twin Pack Potato Chips
with a 53c size Wonder
Corn Chips
with a quart Kroger/a
Mayonnaise
W

°

with six pkgs Kroger
Puddings

with 2 Jars Kroger
Chef-Size Spices
with any three Country Oven
Cookies (except animal)
oath two loaves
Buttercrust Bread
%%tilt a

bucket Ground

Beef riki 43.19
with 2 pkgs. Center-Cut
Pork Chops
with 2 pkgs. Fryer Etreset
or Legs
with 2 pkgs. Kroger Brand

Lunch Meats
iga. Tenn. Pride
Mss Sanaa?

a-ta

with 39c or more Banana,
ith
with

heads

Lettuce

1-Ihs. or more Onions

with 1(14b. Potatoes
Authe

5-71

4

toil

9
6
9
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION

Special

Otis Minor To Recite
The Deacons' Wives of Cat- of the Castalia Male Chorus
talia Baptist Church will pre- and has a baritone voice. Tho
sent Otis D. Minor in recital public is invited what promfaat the church next Sunday es. The Rev. Calvin Mims is

Gibson Air Condition 18,000 B.T.U.
EOM SCHOoL DIPLOMAS
Used One Summer, $160.00
Neletvelent eallt, Snort Trebeleg to enFeder Alt CondlUon 10,000 B.T.U. able 1:Eo
btite dropout to peas ZeusIlised 2 yrs. $96.00. CALL 323-2818 velvet
iler High School
Call
or write Career School
BLISINE1111 VOA SALE
3370 alliallas ltd. Nu. 7, Memphis.
Successful Retail Furniture Business Tenn, ROI111
with quality furnishings, An established family business for 56 YearsAn opportunity of a Ws time.
WANTED. MEN 21-43 for HousecleanPhone 127-7869
!Mg and Commercial Bldg. work V,•
After 6 P H Call 323-4819
will
train you to do wall washing,
-- foor polishing, and window cleaning
full
time.
We prefer You have Tenn.
NEEDED
DRIN'Eua
Semi Drivers, local and over the road. Driver License.
necessar7.
Experience helpful but not
Apply In person at:
we will train you. You can earn over
1423 E. McLemore
33 75 per hour, after short training See Mr. Davis or Mrs. Clarbrougb.
Period, For application write Nation
Wide Safety Director, 2990 Sidco
Drive Nashville, Tenn., or can:
1394 NO. HOLLYWOOD ST.
Sincerely. Single Family or Duplex
901,527-9046.
Lot 63 I 200
PlUs. First left of 720 Alice tetween
SAVE 30s ON EACH
SKI Longs iew and Southold* High School.
EITHER
HELP WANTED —
Precision Gauge Inspector, Local Dirt. $3 900
con of National Company has menFirit ltealty Co,
tos for Clause Inspector. Must have
good WM= knowledge and experiDernion Bldg.
•
eeeue
ence an
re gauges.
527-3463
Will re-set adjustable gauges check
air-gauge
and
column..
maintain
spindles, etc.
Calibrate
Electronic
gauges. check master rings for size BEELINE FASHION HOME STYLE
GAS & DIEM
and wear on electronic gauging equip- SHOW — leind me a woman
. ."
ments. Some knowledge of shop math. Find me a woman that doesn't like
Permanent Potation. Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid Call
Mrs, Mosley 523-4301 for Inter- fashion and fun, and you will have
Viteetloo. Local truck leasing company has openings for Me- view Cummins-Heron.
found a most unusual woman. Basically every woman wants to look more
812 N. Main Street
/Mai= who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
attractive. You too, can be part of
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
the exciting world of fashion and caa
Geed working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
EMPLOYEE
have fun while you are working. Tog
can add more money to the family
CARL CAISSON LEASING CORP.
FOUR LADIES
plus add more cloths to
AI EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Would you like to earn $10,00 for 1 income
wardrobe. Have a Beeltne style shoe.
hours, morning, afternoon or evenings. in
your
home or become a BEELINS
5 days per week. Car necessary.
STYLIST
For appointment Phone 274-3190 or
392-18.37.
Phone 398-7634

10
• silo SUITS
&
$1
DRESSES
CASH

&

night, April 27, at 7:30 p.m.
Mr. Minor attended Tuskegee
Institute and is presently employed at Veterans Hospital in
Memphis.

A baritone, he is a member

CARRY

ma...mEninsimmriLig:
MINISTERS

JACKSON CLEANERS

LICENSED

II

ATHIAN'S

FREE, A seven piece set of Aluminum TEFLON II is
Veers FREE Titus Week when you buy a $79.95 value
100% Human Hair Wig for only $59.95.
Both are guaranteed. $15.00 Down delivers both
to your hone.
As A Club Member.

4Ait

LOAN

ICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES 1
1
SUITS • 01GOATS • SHOT GUNS •
MIAMI
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

LOANED
ON AIL ARTICLES OF VALUE
MONEY

You Will Receive A

10% Discount

176 AI 17$ SEAL STRUT A
04300

On All
Futuna Purchases.
Over

1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

400

CAR WASH $25
1

Items
to
Choose

8 A.M.-6 P.M.

From.

Sat re Sim 11 2S

Monday
thru
Friday

Sal Open RAM tr 6 P
Sun Open I AM is 1 P

Coll 332-5360

BRADMARR
SALES

today

or
Write...

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100 Summer at Baltic

3570 Cazassa Rd.#7
Memphis Tenn. 38116

5 Year Guarantee on Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
including Parts and Service at No Extra Cost
PIN S YEAR SERVICE Within

Radius of ihe City Limits of Memphis,Timm.
*mos IS ONE AKERS RLUON WRY MOH AND MORI HOPES sur
_

.

Mb 1111Platle
Ws MVO roe

1

Save a bundle!
lease trucks from
CARL CARSON!

TOOTHACHE
Don't suffer agony. In

MK DAY PINE
sollsery lionkr
'

jimmiew

i TM loam* Moak 04 I
../Iffehi•Nr•P.m is
ill144.01,
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VIVAILISTS

1 lirilag Misaisktablie I

See •eie is moo .

Amoy
Upload liadielder
III,11•Mars
VAN We SW,

I

I

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order NOM
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS
CUSTOM

MAKES YOU LOOK

B H

OLDER THAN YOU ARE
tithoo

LOOKYOUI681
Oet

AT YOUR DRUGGIST

362-1003

Choir lobes, Pulpit, Academic Gown
and Accessories

64
fa%

r, I

&

248 Vance Ave.

JA 7.9320

Memphis, Tennessee
egTOWI Cammer Mays Whet Yes Ask For
Coombe Whet Yea Think Or

seconds get relief
that lasts with ORA-JCL. Speed-release
formula puts it to work Instantly to stop throbbing
toothache pain,so safe docto rs recommend It for
Iteetetng.
o

.
ra-jel

MACKIE'S
BODY SHOP INC.

FURNITURE
WHOLESALE

D&D Furniture
Company
Phone 393-3810

Ace Appliance Co.Offers You

SIimps.moody%
Bitaliorli 111149.111/
-

SAMMY DAVIS CITED — NAACP Executive Director Roy
Wilkins drapes the Spingarn Medal over shoulders of Sammy Davis, Jr., the 53rd recipient of the award. The presentation was made during a luncheon in New York City
on March 30.

Fender Body Work

Call for representatives to
come to your home for any
purchase of furniture Direct
Factory to you. No middle man
cast. Name Brand furniture —
working men's prices. All furniture 5% above factory price.

DEFENDER ADVERTISERS -

0

P.N. 525-6506

Save Money & Time

PATRONIZE TRI-STATE

BONDED

Custom Built Churches, Free
Estimates,FinancingAvailable,
:Re p u ta ble Workmanship,
1Call Today Smith & Godwin
General Contractor.905 Estivalq

MECHANICS WANTED

"Brad-Manr Merchandise Club"

cital.
Mrs. Gladys Shannon ES
president of the Deacons Wires The Rev. Calvin Mims is
Baptist
pastor of Castalia
Church.

'Cackle Moore, Prop

Painting

24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
148 S. SECOND _ST.
RES. PHONE 357 — 3134
PHONE 526 - 7154
Nib

z

Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans

MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z

Van Co.
Main St.

Storage &

If &We Illopemind
forylos Truman

493 S.

Mar br Mow
leebealiebe Dellomy

Ace Appliance Co. Exclusive Year Written Guarantee is Delivered With Ther
Purchase of Either Frigidaire Washes or Dryer
CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

,1N THE;LONG RUN THECOU

+.

8
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!T PllflhlPdllAi
‘11111/1(r•

Why Sacrifice Qualitif, When You Can
.Get FRIGIDAIRE at These Low Prices
44.,014
:
,...
414 b0
+4
Sal

\

MINI

FRIV

II

•.,41

Frigidaire Elec. Automatic Dryer
No
Payment

• S.

Til
June 69
Frigidaire 1968
jof Action WASHER
has DPC For
/40-kan Fabrics!
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fleemenr JET ACTION Man
MODEL WAN SNOWCRESEWHIEE
70TSAR SERVICE end PARTS
maw NO MISR
fed Ttelt =MCI end PARTS .....
NO OWN*
TSAR
MY=
sod
.3,11
PARTS
NO CHARGE

liels TIM SIIRVICI a.4 PAWS
Ifit TEAR $11111Ct end PARTS

TOTAL COST
FOR FULLTEARS

NO Moist
NO Miter
NO Offlitell

liege 2144416

Tri-State
Defender

4 IserelleseididAs Wpm
le ERNEInggy Sised4Pines

2 weeks

2 Lines
Only
a.
•S.teaeL..44

$1 00
Call now

6
R. G. El
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Jackson 6-8397

LAMAR 1

WHITEHAVEN1 FRAYSER
INS Hwy.it IS.
Mee MPS

SECTION

NO 011010(

FOR 5 FULL YEARS
All Pellecholc of-Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
Carry the lame $411•1* Mitts* Guarantee
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A
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NO Chalet
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Cash-in on anything you
have

for

sale

Matthew Alexander Henson (1866-1955)

The first man to set foot
on the top of the world.
The signs of a true adventurer showed
up early in the life of Matthew Henson.
At the ripe old age of thirteen, Henson
shipped out as cabin boy on a schooner
bound for China.
When he returned to Washington,
D.C., he met the man who helped make
him famous.The then Lt.Robert E.Peary
discovered Matt Henson working in a
Washington hat shop. Peary was immediately impressed by Henson,and he
invited the young man to join a canalsurveying expedition to Nicaragua. Henson accepted.
Under Peary's tutelage, Matt Henson
became an able navigator, adept at calculating distances and plotting charts. A
short time later, Peary began his renowned arctic expeditions to locate the
North Pole, and Henson accompanied
the admiral on all seven trips.
On the final trip, Peary lay drained
from exhaustion and crippled by frostbite. Someone had to make the last dash

to the Pole, and fast, since a number of
nations were vying for the claim.
Matt Henson was the man. Trudging
the last painful miles, recording observations and calculating a true course,
Matthew Alexander Henson became the
first man to locate and stand on the
North Pole. Peary arrived forty-five minutes later,and,together, the men planted
the American flag.
No longer was Matt Henson an obscure adventurer. He was given a Congressional Medal, life membership in the
Explorers' Club, a commendation from
the President, a Master of Science degree
by Morgan State College, and numerous
medals and plaques from civic organize
tions.
April 6, 1959, the 50th anniversary of
the discovery of the North Pole, was
proclaimed by the governor of Maryland as Matthew Alexander Henson
Day. Fitting tribute to the first man ever
to stand on the top of the world.
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